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Abstract
This thesis is positioned in the field of communication design research and seeks to critically examine
the practice and potential of identity play by digitally networked publics. It defines identity play as 
entailing a form of identity design practiced by participating publics themselves. The research 
contributes an understanding of the role of the designer in the entangled networks of digital public 
space by treating identity design agencies as co-produced with audiences and materials. The thesis 
locates identity play as part of a productive tradition of anonymous pseudonymity practices. It 
challenges design assumptions of anonymity as a contemporary privacy problem and of identity as 
detached and preexisting. The thesis elucidates an intra-active interpretation of identity design as 
on-going processes of collectively re-making network apparatuses and identity phenomena, moving 
beyond the limits of centralising and commercial models. It constructs the designer-researcher's role 
in making space for identity play through taking on the network.
The Creative Exchange (CX) – a UK Arts & Humanities Research Council Knowledge Exchange Hub –
provided the space to collaborate and research with diverse consortia of designer-researcher 
participants and their networked audiences to explore the possibilities of digital public space. The 
methodology employed by the thesis is grounded theory research through design underpinned by a 
"diffractive" research stance, with theory and practice read iteratively through each other. I have 
collected and critically analysed data using "design conversations" with materials, participants and 
audiences, through multiple projects and prototypes, bounded by the CX Hub and its activities over 
five years.
The thesis constructs three prototype design patterns to make space for the identity play of 
networked publics from my practice as a designer-researcher: Sticking together, Fashioning our own 
belongings and Taking on the network. Each pattern produces an intersection of practices of identity 
design, networked public participation and design research. The design pattern of Sticking together 
offers ways of using assemblage to create anonymity and reputation. It calls for and requires the 
solidarity of collective assembly and ways to make identity play commonplace. Fashioning our own 
belongings investigates possessions as embodied networked apparatuses of identity, and audience 
relations as belonging. This design pattern grasps network function and fosters pseudonymity 
(dis)ownership. Taking on the network is formulated as a performance of inversion by publics through 
the resistance of the carnivalesque and the responsibility of infrastructural inversions. Taking on the 
network provides the overarching framework for the design patterns to take on the functions and 
models of cloud infrastructures.
These findings demonstrate how identity design by publics requires active forms of network literacy 
that comprehend the network intra-actively, and that it is possible to take on the network by 
contesting cloud identity apparatuses and models. The design patterns make space for the identity 
play that, importantly, enables critical and creative anonymity practices to take place. The research 
offers identity play as a public critical infrastructure with benefits for the resilience and creativity of 
networked publics. It lends support to designers to reconfigure their part in identity design.
The original contributions to knowledge are: (1) prototype design patterns for making space for the 
identity play of networked publics; (2) an articulation of the design space for identity play; (3) a 
diffractive form of design pattern that entails multiple intersecting practices; and (4) an intra-active 
interpretation of the discipline of identity design.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Identity design is about creating and sustaining new reputations and audiences, but it is 
equally about exclusion, about exclusivity, and keeping new identities separate from the 
entangled reputations of existing bodies. The study of identity design is often dominated by 
discussions of individual commercial design agencies and trust marks. This thesis also 
understands identity design in terms of the power that anonymity affords for creating new 
reputations, and of who has access to that design agency.1 There are vast disparities and 
exclusions in who can design identities – that is, who has access to the infrastructures and 
apparatuses required to negotiate new reputations, roles and audiences with which to 
communicate.2 Metahaven describe identity design as “both a visual practice and a modality 
of governance […] There is much more to branding than a logo or style. It is a manifestation 
of power” (van der Velden, Kruk, and Vishmidt 2010, 451). When a group like the Yes Men 
apologised on TV and the internet for the Bhopal disaster using a fake identity 'on behalf ' of 
Dow Chemical (Graff 2004) they made visible connections of accountability into the opaque 
private anonymity of shareholders, tax apparatuses and powerful influence normally hidden 
by the Dow brand reputation. Yet anonymity has also been part of more open, creatively 
productive, public traditions that make space for experimentation and critique.
Anonymity is defined in chapter 2 and is understood as a relational not an individual 
property. Anonymity is an aspect of an ongoing process of pseudonymity, creating 
reputations and audiences, through relations and exclusions, over time. Each anonymous 
communication is the possibility of a longer performance of pseudonymous reputation with
a larger audience. When Elena Ferrante, Satoshi Nakamoto or Banksy anonymously began 
the creative design and performance of their pseudonymous identities in public, they were 
claiming power to enact boundaries, negotiating new audience relations that hold authorial 
1 The ways this thesis uses identity design, in relation to dominant notions about the practice and 
field of identity design, can be found in the identity design section at the beginning of chapter 2.
2 Access to pseudonymous authorship for critique is heavily curtailed, as seen with recent pro-
science US Twitter accounts (Emerson 2017; Grugq 2017). Meanwhile, national bodies and 
powerful companies and billionaires can create deceptive identities and opaque anonymity, 
through apparatuses including identity theft, tax avoidance infrastructures and super-
injunctions (Evans 2017; Roth 2018; Garside and Osborne 2018; Falciani 2015; Martinson 2016).
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and character reputations separate.3 The boundary making agencies of anonymous 
pseudonymity make the contesting of new identity designs possible. However, the power to 
make names is largely the preserve of dominant commercial and governmental bodies, and 
the identity design agencies that work for them. The anonymous identity traditions (North 
2003) found in widespread, openly creative, early-online pseudonymity (Turkle 1995) have 
been pushed to the sidelines and subcultures of the internet (Knuttila 2011; Coleman 2014) 
by increasingly centralised single sign-on authentication. Meanwhile, highly regulated 
identity spaces like social media sites are still unable to resist the troll- and bot-army 
political machinations of deceptive identity fabrications by opaque and powerful military-
industrial actors (Phillips 2018). Disgraced corporations can disguise themselves and their 
shareholders through re-branding identity design and shell company anonymity 
(Metahaven 2011). Meanwhile, the argument that online communication tied to a 'real name' 
reputation brings greater civility or authenticity (Zimmer 2010) is being tested to extremes 
by a post-Putin and post-Trump style politics (Waisbord, Tucker, and Lichtenheld 2018).
This thesis considers the role of designer-researchers in making identity creation by publics 
possible. It sets out how giving a public the agency to design new identities for themselves 
requires allowing them the possibility to resist totalitarian identity regulation, take 
responsibility for identity infrastructure, and build collective events and spaces for 
developing literacies in identity creativity. Having the agency to produce new phenomena of
identity design requires taking on the dominant apparatuses of identity design. The broad 
body of research upon which this thesis is based comes to frame such identity design by a 
public themselves as identity play. Here play is a matter of negotiating belonging, collective 
transgression, and practising active creativity and so identity play is a matter of 
responsibility, resistance and iterative, material-discursive action.4
In theoretical terms, this thesis contests a centralised, commercial model dominant in 
identity design and cloud networks, by articulating the intersection of responsibility, 
3 Elena Ferrante is a contemporary novelist nom de plume, Satoshi Nakamoto is the pseudonym 
under which the Bitcoin protocol was first published and publicised, and Banksy is a prolific 
street artist tag.
4 My use of the concept of “material-discursive” follows Barad (2007) in denoting an inseparable 
entanglement of materiality and discourse in how phenomena come to matter, as discussed 
further in the material-discursive understanding section of chapter 2.
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resistance and material-discursive action required for the possibility of identity design 
within and by networked publics. It sets out how designer-researchers can make space for 
this identity design through prototype patterns of identity play in which publics take on the 
network.
Methodologically, I have collected and analysed my design project-based research data 
using a grounded theory approach in which I have conducted a constant-comparative 
analysis of ongoing, situated conversations with practitioners in my fieldsite of the 
consortia of the Creative Exchange Hub (see below). My thesis follows a typical grounded 
theory framework: three analytic chapters synthesised from excerpts of my conversations 
and field notes are framed by an overarching concept and preceded by a literature review 
that emerged out of the research analysis process and methodology. However, where much 
grounded theory research uses transcripts of written and spoken conversations as data, my 
design research follows the methods of research through design in treating projects as made 
up of material-discursive design conversations. The analytic chapters are constructed from the
synthesis and analysis of both text and non-text excerpts of my design projects. I have 
presented the resulting theoretical concepts in these analytic chapters in the form of 
prototype design patterns.5
The Creative Exchange Hub
The Creative Exchange Hub (CX) – funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AHRC) – was established as a four-year programme for exploring design-led knowledge 
exchange through collaborative projects with industry, cultural organisations and a 
consortium of academic institutions (led by Lancaster University with Newcastle University 
and the Royal College of Art).
The projects are sited within the context of a number of companies, arts organisations, and 
a consortium of ‘arts and humanities’ academic researchers who brought their own cultures 
of design practice and research. The CX set out to explore the disparate organisations and 
5 I define prototype design patterns in the grounded theory research through design section of chapter 
3. Design patterns are a familiar form of design research output that take the shape of patterns 
for usable design action with examples (Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein 1977; Gamma et al. 
1994; Bayle et al. 1998). This thesis (re)interprets design patterns through notions of diffraction 
patterns and a diffractive methodology as set out by Barad (2007).
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messy (Schön 1983; Law 2004) social systems, technical infrastructures and methods needed 
for making digital public spaces. It formed around proposals for new types of knowledge 
exchange and funding between academic and non-academic organisations in which 
methods and agendas can be understood as being "generated out of dialogue between 
reflective researchers and practitioner-researchers" (Schön 1983, 324). The CX proposed a 
form of what Frayling (2015, 2:38) calls “design-led inter-disciplinarity” constituted through 
a format of successive events leading to short collaborative design projects looking at 
questions of how to make digital public space. This framework set out a series of 
overlapping projects, events and collaborations as the primary basis of my research. It 
assumes an emergent process of collaborative project development, with open-ended 
objectives and themes.
The CX was developed through three main stages: (1) a scoping study with potential 
organisational and academic partners through semi-structured interviews and concept 
mapping exercises; (2) developing teams and projects through a series of one-day CX Lab 
events (RCUK ‘sandpit’ format (Giles 2004)); and (3) a shift in focus to doctoral researcher-
led project development introducing “slower, more organic and more reflective” methods 
that involved designing “customised KE [knowledge exchange] tools to suit different 
research and innovation contexts” (CX 2016, 8–9) and following theoretical leads and deeper
connections with partners. The specific methods, tools, sites and publics were shaped 
through emergent design consultation events and project building exercises that I argue 
represent a reflective practice of negotiated design-research conversations (Schön 1983).
Each CX-approved project consisted of at least one doctoral researcher, organisation 
partner and academic partner formulated around a proposal citing specific design 
objectives. Some projects took on a specific prototype goal, others were more open-ended 
explorations. Each project contained and developed specific design research methods and 
tools.
The CX Hub doctoral setting offered a unique space within which to design and research, as 
it sought to foster inter-disciplinary and inter-organisational approaches (Dalton, 
Simmons, and Triggs 2017). As a researcher who has always been inspired by the creativity 
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produced by inter-disciplinarity, I found the opportunity to engage with others in this 
diverse rich community exciting, and set out to find ways to draw on my own inter-
disciplinarity of working across design, physics, art and media technology. The experience 
of allowing ideas to emerge from participation in iterative design conversations with 
participants, materials and audiences has in many ways proved to be a much more 
challenging research journey than a traditional one. It reconfigured my identity as an 
agential designer-researcher.6 It also led me to develop an inter-disciplinary methodology, 
synthesising grounded theory and research through design.
Research inquiry
The CX defined an initial field site of study in imagining and making digital public space in 
evolving knowledge exchange consortia. My initial research interests questioned how to 
design for identity telepresence in terms of identity interfaces and puppeteered characters. I 
imagined robotic daemons, aesthetic masks and identity metaphors as the key outputs of 
my inquiries. However, as I followed the theoretical leads of my design conversations, I 
began to realise that giving people agencies of identity design, required making space for the 
identity play of anonymous pseudonymity to happen. My research focus shifted to how to 
design the spaces – situations, publics and structures – conducive to pseudonymity culture 
and practice and to question my role as a designer (and researcher). I have thus come to ask 
questions of making space for identity design that emphasise the co-constitution of 
agencies of identity design with and within networked publics themselves. This has led to 
two research questions: (1) how to explore identity design practiced by networked publics 
themselves?; and (2) how to make space for networked publics to design identities?
I have explored these questions through design conversations, returning to review literature
where I trace historical contexts, and review and define terms of identity design, 
anonymous pseudonymity, networked publics and design research to identify the 
conditions and challenges of public apparatuses of identity design. As I have formulated 
theoretical contributions to these questions and identified gaps, the central research 
6 The word “agential” denotes an emphasis on understanding mutually co-constituted agencies. See
the agential identity and material-discursive understanding sections of chapter 2 for a discussion of 
my use of Barad’s (2007) neologisms of “agential realism”, “intra-action”, “onto-epistemology” and
“material-discursive”.
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question emerged: (3) what design patterns can make space for the identity play of 
networked publics?
The CX proposed exploring notions of public space through a process of conducting design-
research projects that imply enacting change in the world. I have taken a position as a 
situated designer-researcher engaging collaboratively and reflectively with participants in 
research through design conversations. Digital public space as an area of study suggests 
exploration through both network technologies and social systems.7 This thesis focuses on 
the plurality of networked publics. Research through a series of design projects has 
illuminated the processes and actions of making space rather than ideas of ‘fixed’ spaces in 
use. Following an iterative grounded theory research through design approach, I have 
explored what come to be understood as prototype design patterns through a collaborative, 
situated and action-focused stance.
Identity within digital public space
The framing of the CX as an investigation into digital public space, and the role that identity 
plays within it, was developed through research at the BBC. At the launch event for the CX, 
Tony Ageh, then Controller of Archive Development at the BBC, described his vision for 
digital public space as “bottom up rather than top down” (Ageh 2012, 10) infrastructure with 
potential for the UK’s combined public national archives to be empowered and made 
accessible through processes of networking and digitisation. What I took from the talk was 
the importance of the traditions of public commons on which the CX was building, in his 
use of the language of “egalitarianism” (Ageh 2012, 6), “public domain” (Ageh 2012, 11) and 
“access to a common” (Ageh 2012, 7) to describe a BBC strategy for developing new digital 
public space in collaboration with other public cultural institutions and archives. He argued 
that such a space should “decentralise rather than control" and "must be based on the 
principles of openness and shared development rather than proprietary and closed systems”
(Ageh 2012, 10). For me Ageh's call was clear: “We need to take a stand” (Ageh 2012, 9).
The call to take on the network – to "take a stand" (Ageh 2012, 9) and "re-decentralise the Web" 
(Van Kleek, Smith, et al. 2015, 1155) – is a call to action that I identified as emerging from 
7 Or, more precisely, the entangled inseparability and boundary making of network technologies 
and social systems.
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across my CX participants. Throughout my fieldwork, participants employed the language 
of publics taking on roles in public networked identity construction:
This project seeks to explore the question of how digital communal space may be woven in a 
new Web, where people own and control their data and their interactions with others. (Walk 
in the Parkp.319 proposal document)
The call to take hold and re-distribute network agencies reoccured as a driving pragmatic 
and commercial concern within the CX consortia.8
Ageh saw the BBC’s digital public space project not only as an archive and library of media, 
but also as a space containing and fostering identity construction and agency over personal 
data (through audiences' trails of use and in the personal information captured through the 
production processes of the BBC). He envisioned spaces for creative communication and 
critique through repurposing and (commercially and non-commercially) remixing 
resources of public archives, upholding principles of universal access, anonymity and 
empowerment – essential characteristics of the BBC public remit and inherent in 
traditional broadcast technologies. This remit tradition framed digital public space in 
resistance to encroaching closed and proprietary digital systems and a politics of ideological
austerity. Ageh described a 'digital age' shift to predominantly accessing culture through 
internet connectivity in terms of apparatuses of identity authentication and control:
Access is controlled by a wide array of intermediaries. It’s often conditional and mostly 
charged for. […] And even then there is no guarantee that your specific combination of 
hardware, software, ISP, identity assurance provider, user tariff, geographic location, record 
of previous behaviour or future credit rating will permit you to share your photos, download 
that song, send a video to your friend whether they’re in Bolton or Buenos Aires. […] In 
addition to the complexity of accessing material, something else has fundamentally changed
too, especially since the advent of Web 2.0. – The machines are watching us more than we 
are watching them. […] Until the digital age, viewing and listening were largely unrecorded 
activities mainly within the control of the individual. Anonymity and serendipity were 
features not bugs! (2012, 8–9)
Ageh’s definition is founded in, and champions, the idea of grass-roots development and 
production of a digital public space building on concepts like public domain and commons 
infrastructure. He defined digital public space as places in which people have the agency to 
be creative, to be expressive, and to express meaningful critique, and for there to be a 
balance between public and private uses (including commercial uses) of information. He 
8 That is, taking on the network emerged first as a key requirement of digital public space design, 
rather than just as an ethical matter of democratic principle, public commons and social justice.
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balanced that with a call for people to have meaningful control over their desires and rights 
to their personal information and their data. I saw two key elements of identity design 
emerging in what it means to design and be making public space – reputation and 
anonymity. Ageh's strategy is a balance between, on the one hand, personal, systemic, 
structural and institutional reputation and, on the other, being able to manage forms of 
anonymity, to retain some sort of personal ownership (or distance) over the things that one 
says, does and communicates.
I felt an element of urgency in Ageh's talk. It was the midst of the development of the idea 
within the BBC of creating a digital public space as the next step in its remit. But this 
urgency also reflected the move from a web that had celebrated a decentralised and 
egalitarian structure, towards a series of layers of authentication and control of access 
through needing to log-in and to identify oneself to a set of centralised network structures 
or authorities.9 Ageh's call is a call for collective action to take on some responsibility in 
making and sustaining this digital public space, in protecting and enabling the commons 
that he is describing and resisting the alternatives. The existing publicly-owned BBC 
commons and universal anonymity of access in broadcasting act as a foundation for that 
model.
There is a move in his call, from centralised walled garden networks towards sustaining 
broader collaboration between a range of organisations and audiences and towards network
control in the hands of publics of users of the digital public spaces themselves.10 What I 
identify in this thesis is that taking on – taking a stand from the bottom-up – is a resistance 
to centralising structures through distributed networks of organisations, institutions and 
communities, and following that direction further, directly into the hands of publics and 
audiences. Questions of making digital public space lead us to consider the responsibilities, 
rights and actions of publics taking on the construction of this public space and, likewise, 
who is excluded from this process.
The launch of the CX, and Ageh’s vision, mark a point at which a growing movement came 
9 This includes the BBC of course, which also acts as an identity authority.
10 Ageh calls for a commons that can be "used, repurposed, remixed" (Ageh 2012, 18), but also for an 
empowerment of individual identity data privacy "by you from the bottom – up" (Ageh 2012, 17)
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to prominence calling for "re-decentralisation" of the web.11 Ideas of redistribution, in 
making digital public space and sustaining networked identity apparatuses, fit within a 
longer conversation. The empowerment of audiences to become part of apparatuses of 
production and distribution has been a central tenet in discussing networks and the web for
decades, ranging from "pro-sumers" (Toffler 1980) to "smart mobs" (Rheingold 2007) to 
"participatory cultures" (Jenkins, Ito, and boyd 2015). My aim here is to draw out the ways in 
which taking on the network can become design patterns of identity design in particular.
Thesis outline
This thesis consists of eight chapters. The next chapter presents the literature review, 
drawing together identity design, anonymous pseudonymity, networked publics and design
research. Chapter 3 provides the methodology for the research, setting out a grounded 
theory research through design approach within a diffractive stance. Chapter 4 introduces 
the data analysis for the thesis and the overarching construct of taking on the network. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 report on separate but linked concepts that come to be understood as 
prototype design patterns: (1) sticking together; (2) fashioning our own belongings; and (3) 
taking on the network. The pattern of taking on the network introduced in Chapter 4 is 
returned to in Chapter 7 and draws together the other two design patterns to discuss how 
publics 'do' identity play across these three prototype design patterns as forms of resistance, 
responsibility and comprehension, and practices of inversion, conceptualised through a 
superposition of literatures of carnivalesque inversion and infrastructural inversion. Finally,
Chapter 8 pulls together these findings and critically outlines the theoretical and 
methodological contributions of the research, and how they may be used.
11 These include redecentralize.org, who's co-founder Francis Irving we interviewed for Data is 
Politicalp.298 about his work to build more distributed public accountability, and Tim Berners-Lee, 
who extended his earlier MIT Decentralized Information Group research (Mansour et al. 2016) 
into re-decentralisation research with participants in the Walk in the Parkp.319 project (Van Kleek, 
Smith, et al. 2015). While re-decentralisation could create a sense of a struggle already lost, Berners-
Lee emphasises “continually ‘re-decentralising’ the web” (Berners-Lee 2014), what Saper frames as 
“participatory decentralization” (dj readies 2012).
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Chapter 2 – Literature review
This chapter draws together varied literatures to understand identity design, networked 
publics and design-research practices as collective and socio-technical processes and what 
the thesis will come to describe as co-constituted and material-discursive action. It defines 
terms and traces the historical contexts of identity design by networked publics through identity
and anonymous pseudonymity, networked publics, and design, to identify the conditions 
and challenges of making public identity design apparatuses and phenomena.
Networked publics are defined by boyd12 (2010, 41) as "publics that are restructured by 
networked technologies" (2010, 41), "both in the spatial sense and in the sense of an 
imagined community" (2014, 9). Following boyd's (2010) definition in relation to literatures 
setting out and developing a Habermasian notion of public space (Habermas 1991; Calhoun 
1992) and her descriptions of the characteristics of digital networks, I read these through 
Barad's (2007) understanding of the network as a topological matter, to encompass our 
experiences of the internet, the centralising cloud models and digital network 
infrastructures.13 The thesis develops an understanding of network publics in terms of 
iterative reconfiguring of network connectivities over time and space through belonging 
and exclusion.
The thesis examines what identity design means when undertaken by publics themselves 
and what it entails. Identity design is a process of initiating and sustaining an identity 
separate from the designer's own. Identity here is considered as a socially constructed and a 
performative process. Design, additionally, signifies an explicit creative authorial intent and
12 Social media and technology theorist danah boyd applies a lower-case convention for writing her 
name to the identity apparatuses of academia. In general, in keeping with a study of identity 
design and pseudonymity agencies this thesis tries to use the naming intentions of those cited. As
such, it follows the approach taken by compilers of early pseudonym catalogues, in which no 
convention was uniformly applied, with 'legal' names listed for some authors and pseudonyms for 
others (North 2003).
13 Topology emphasises relational connectivity and the entanglements that constitute networked 
time, space and matter, as discussed further in the network topology dynamics section of chapter 2. 
As Barad (2017a, 118) notes: “entanglements call into question the geometrical notions of scale and
proximity; topology with its focus on issues of connectivity and boundary becomes a more apt 
analytical tool. It’s not that scale doesn’t matter; the point is that it isn’t simply given and that 
what appears far apart might actually be as close as the object in question, indeed, it may be an 
inseparable part of it”.
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agency. The thesis recognises that although identity design is often assumed to be solely the 
domain of professional commercial designers, the public is always involved in processes of 
identity design, in how exclusive reputation is formed and sustained, and how character is 
understood. I treat identity design practiced within and by public audiences themselves as 
part of a tradition of anonymous pseudonymity cultures.
This chapter starts from the premise that identity design practiced by publics is an 
intentional and creative form of identity performativity agency. It conceptualises identity as
performative construction, ongoing process, relational, and negotiated collective action. 
Barad's (2007) agential performative understandings of identity phenomena and identity 
apparatuses as constituted through material-discursive intra-action are presented as analytical 
windows through which this thesis pursues a contemporary understanding of how social 
construction frameworks can more explicitly deal with the material aspects of how identity 
is constructed, in the network.14
The chapter considers the relationship between identity design and identity play. Identity 
design is traditionally situated within graphic design, visual communication, the school of 
communication and within design. Identity design by publics pushes back on the 
assumptions of centralised, commercial identity, and considers that design has always 
entailed much wider networks of practice (Triggs 1998), while recognising its place within 
"the limits of design" (Suchman 2011). In trying to make space for publics to engage in 
identity design themselves, I explore the question of whether that is better described as 
identity play (Turkle 1995). 'Identity play' accepts that designed identity does not always need 
a single intentional creator and that an anonymous indeterminacy is productive for creative 
agency. Turkle's study of early internet identity play, and Barad's take on identity 
phenomena in networked spaces, together provide useful analytical framings that can be 
brought to identity design.
14 Barad (2007) contrasts intra-action with inter-action to emphasise that all elements, actions, 
agencies and relations are constituted from within each phenomenon and conceptual 
understanding rather than assuming static, pre-existing individuals somehow outside of a 
situated conceptual apparatus. For identity design, this usefully attends to how identities and 
identity apparatuses are entangled and co-constitute each other. A fuller discussion of the 
implications of an intra-active interpretation can be found later in this chapter in the agential 
identity section, and the broader intra-active stance I have taken in reading together the 
literatures discussed as a whole can be found in the concluding material-discursive understanding 
section of the chapter.
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Identity design
Identity design is a well-established term for "the creation of the symbolic or outward face" 
of "corporate identities" (Shaughnessy 2013, para. 12), particularly through “trust marks” 
(Shaughnessy 2013, para. 14) or even fictitious people (Hardie 2014). Commercial identity 
design is an iterative process attempting to manipulate reputation, character and 
audiences, in relation to other marketplace identities, regulatory practices, mediating 
technologies, national and international publics, and constraints on resources (Brook, 
Shaughnessy, and Schrauwen 2014). Designers seek to differentiate reputation and to 
fashion belonging, often through exclusivity and other forms of boundary making. Identity 
design is engaged in on-going processes of shaping corporate bodies, audiences and 
meaning.
Graphic designer and critic Adrian Shaughnessy (2013) argues that “identity design” should 
be reserved specifically to describe the work of designers and design agencies in developing 
a signature logo, typographic style and graphic architecture within a brand. However, 
beyond this dominant notion, the role of designing identity has always been broader than 
the mere shaping of graphic signs and involved more actors than the "'heroic' figure […] of 
an individual designer or design organisation" (Triggs 1998, 43). Identity design 
encompasses corporate identity architecture and the disciplinary apparatuses of making 
and following identity design guidelines (Brook, Shaughnessy, and Schrauwen 2014; 
Shaughnessy and Brook 2014). Therefore, identity design has always been about collectively 
negotiating identity – exclusivity, belonging, reputation, recognition, audiences and 
authentic communication – and about reconfiguring corporate bodies by designing specific 
apparatuses of identity and audience observation. Lloyd offers a definition of the work of 
corporate identity design as a continual embodied negotiation that "constitutes" the 
corporate body (in Brook, Shaughnessy, and Schrauwen 2014, 38).
Identity design, like all design (Balsamo 2011), can only be understood within a context of 
socio-technical construction: or, more precisely, design is a material-discursive phenomena 
that co-constitutes a "social, political, economic, natural, cultural, technological, and 
scientific" (Barad 2007, 232–3) context of creation, production and use. And identity design, 
like all identity (Lawler 2014), cannot be understood as an individual fixed role, reputation or
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face, but rather an ongoing iterative performance that negotiates and contests collective 
relationships of reputation, belonging and what comes to matter (Barad 2007). Identity 
design is always political in how reputations, organisations and audiences are differentiated
and made intelligible at the exclusion of others.
The definition of design used here includes on-going processes of contestation, rather than 
bounding it to specific design objects, designer roles or design agencies alone.15 Identity 
design is more than a question of epistemology, about increasing (identity) recognition or 
(audience) reach: rather, it is inherently ontological, conceiving all bodies – corporate, civic, 
organisational, human, non-human, and so on – as iteratively produced within specific 
situated relations of interaction or, more precisely, intra-action (Barad 2007).16
There is a trend in identity design towards iterative public engagement, particularly given 
the increasing pace of connectivity in networked social media and generative interfaces 
(Nes and Hughes 2013). Networked identity design has increasingly extended advertising 
models of audience manipulation and labour (such as visible brand loyalty in fashion, or 
word-of-mouth advertising networks), to include explicit forms of public participation, 
such as brand building in social networks (Jenkins 2014).
There now exists the persuasion potential of hyper-targeted advertising (Metahaven and 
Bratton 2011), individual tracking and profiling, and algorithmic interface redesign "A/B 
testing" (Christian 2012). Where identity designers have historically had to talk to their 
(broadcast) audiences ‘in public’ as a whole, recent profiling models of social media and 
computationally generated advertising techniques have allowed a different identity design 
to be presented to each hyper-targeted demographic, or even each individual user. In the 
near future, personalised cloud platforms, smart assistants, and augmented and virtual 
reality all allow for algorithmically-generated individualised brand identity relationships. 
Already customer service identities, for example, can be tailored from a mix of low cost 
automated scripts transitioning to outsource customer support or more attentive and 
experienced customer service employees 'seamlessly' (Bogost 2018).
15 This thesis draws on literature that invites designers to explicitly adopt a contestational design 
stance, and a broader understanding of all design activities, and the audiences they serve, as 
political and contested (Hirsch 2008; Hirsch 2016). I discuss contestational design in more detail 
in the intra-active contestational prototyping section of chapter 3.
16 See the agential identity and material-discursive understanding sections of this chapter.
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We can critically read definitions of identity design as a question of what role a designer 
plays in the constitution of audiences, reputation and character. Design agencies are built 
collectively, with audiences and other hidden labour. As Triggs (1998, 44) notes:
it is important to remember that the history of design is not a history of great individuals. 
What is required now is a careful consideration of the role of the “other” in the history of the 
profession: women, ethnic minorities, the anonymous, the alternative and the everyday.
Furthermore, identity design is as much a history of reconfiguring non-commercial bodies 
as it is of commercial activity. A definition of identity design that tries to artificially separate
out design in service to only advertising, commercial and national bodies misses the way 
that design has always been a broader negotiation with audiences, communities and 
reputation.17
This research addresses how to make space for identity design by networked publics, as a 
form of redistributed and contestational identity performativity. Redistributed identity 
design can be thought of as collective processes of enacting situated agencies of reputation 
and authentication, distributing greater possibilities for creative identity design to publics 
or audiences themselves.
Identity design co-constitutes marks and boundaries of reputation, audience and 
exclusivity, reconfiguring audiences and identities together. It produces specific material-
discursive arrangements and audiences of belonging at the exclusion of others. Publics and 
identities are co-constituted. Understanding identity design as the enacting of "boundaries,
properties, meanings, and patterns of marks on bodies" (Barad 2007, 140) – from the 
classical design concepts of "trust marks" (Shaughnessy 2013) on "corporate bodies" (Wolff 
Olins 1996) – means attending to familiar critical identity studies questions of which marks 
come to matter, and for whom (see Barad 2014b, 185 for a re-membering of these familiar 
questions and their “inherited legacy-to-come”).
17 Design has a history of charismatic power tracing back through the branding of fame and wealth, 
totalitarian governance, war propaganda, guild trademarks, religious iconography, royal heraldry,
ritual symbols, commercial and religious writing practices, and totemic objects (Brook, 
Shaughnessy, and Schrauwen 2014; Shaughnessy and Brook 2014). However, design has an equally
important history in democracy, social justice movement building, popular support for political 
reform, protest iconography, underground pop culture and graffiti (Martin 1996; Poynor 2009).
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Identity
This thesis is about identity design in public and by publics themselves. In considering the 
ways in which a public can have space to design identities, identity needs to be understood 
as intentional creative action but also contested collective negotiation. Here, Karen Barad’s 
(2007; 2015; [2012] 2017) agential realist understanding of identity allows for a drawing 
together of various performative accounts of networked identity as enacting belonging and 
exclusion, creating reputation, and playing roles. Important to this thesis are several 
differing accounts of identity as performative that have been applied to studies of digital 
public space (Haraway 2004; Turkle 1995; Barad 2007; boyd 2014; Donath 2014). What 
combines them is a shared model of identity as something that is contextually situated, 
multifaceted and performatively enacted – an ongoing, iterative collective negotiation of 
boundaries and roles of belonging and reputation. Within this context key notions to 
explore are: role and reputation, power and agency, and the socio-technical apparatuses 
that discipline and constitute identity practices in digital public space. These accounts of 
networked identity have productive similarities and differences in their understandings of 
performance and agency. Barad (2007, 90) invites and demonstrates a "diffractive" approach 
to reading together theories of performativity and agency.18 To do this, extending Barad's 
"agential" (2007, 132) account19 diffractively to include additional important strands of 
networked identity study, this thesis takes the encompassing definition of identity Lawler 
(2014, 7) proposes:
I use the term ‘identity’ in a wide-ranging and inclusive way to mean both its public 
manifestations – which might be called ‘roles’ or identity categories – and the more 
personal, ambivalent, reflective and reflexive sense that people have of who they are. I do 
this so as to avoid reducing identity to categories of gender, race, nation, class, sexuality, etc., 
with which it is often associated. While, clearly, such categories are important both 
individually and collectively, they cannot in any way account for the complexity of identity as
it is lived.
18 Diffraction attends to patterns of differences that matter. The diffraction patterns of two 
superimposed ripples on a pond are familiar (Barad 2007, 28), as are the resulting patterns of 
construction and deconstruction we see in the iridescent diffraction patterns of light reflected 
from both surfaces of a thin film of oil on a wet road, or the rainbow colours in a pigeon’s feathers.
Barad (2007) carefully extends a quantum physics understanding of superposition and diffraction
patterns, including the famous two-slit diffraction experiments, to advocate a diffractive method 
for superimposing or reading literatures through each other, constructively and deconstructively, 
and attending to the differences that matter. See the diffractive practitioner section of chapter 3.
19 As we will see, an agential realist account of identity performativity seeks to move beyond a 
debate of either material or discursive emphasis, to instead attend simultaneously to how an 
intersection, or superposition, of material-discursive agencies come to matter. See the agential 
identity and material-discursive understanding sections for further discussion.
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Both Lawler and Barad's understanding of identity draw on critical social theorists to 
questions assumptions of fixity, representationalism, individualism, and uniformity, 
instead conceptualising identity as performative, situated, iterative, co-constituted 
enactments of belonging and exclusion (Barad 2007, 107). Through reviewing the relevant 
literature, this chapter seeks to generate an analytical framework that establishes identity 
and therefore identity design in this broader yet productively critical way.20
Common sense identity
A "common sense" (D’Andrade 1987) view of an internal, consistent, already existing self and 
social role influentially shapes how networked identity is conceptualised (Donath 2006). A 
Cartesian model of identity is reflected in design assumptions and models of social network
companies like Facebook and Google in their attempts to enforce "Real Name" policies 
(Facebook Help Center 2014; Google+ 2014). Both platforms have demanded use of a legal 
name as identifier and argued that a consistent database of all output under this monolithic 
'public figure' helps to encourage authenticity and "integrity" (Zimmer 2010, para. 3). 
Conceptualising identity as a distinct coherent and consistent consciousness accessible 
through the attitudes expressed gives rise to an expectation that an individual is most 
authentic when they are able to 'be themselves' across every context. This is often reflected 
in legal and technical definitions of identity that assume a preexisting and fixed individually
determinate person (Solove 2006).
Social construction of identity
Theorists of networked identity – including Meyrowitz (1985), Haraway (2004), Turkle (1995),
Donath (1999; 2014), Nissenbaum (1999; 2015), Star (2009), Pfitzmann and Hansen (2010), 
boyd (2014; Jenkins, Ito, and boyd 2015; Marwick and boyd 2018) and Barad (2007; 2014a) – 
question individualistic assumptions of identity, following a wider theoretical turn to 
situated, social construction of identity.
An understanding of identity as produced through social relations and processes of 
reflexivity can be traced from the pragmatist traditions of Mead through Strauss and 
20 Barad (2014b, 186–7) differentiates the criticality of a diffractive methodology from "(some forms 
of) critique", saying "whereas critique operates in a mode of disclosure, exposure and 
demystification […] a diffractive methodology seeks to work constructively and deconstructively 
(not destructively) in making new patterns of understanding-becoming". I return to discussions 
of critical design in the critical reflective research practice section of chapter 3.
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Goffman (see Lawler 2014 for an overview). This form of symbolic interactionist, and later 
social constructivist, stance on identity acknowledges the production of the subject through 
"kinship, language, the unconscious, cognitive structures of the mind, or economic, social 
and political structures of society" (Barad 2007, 45).
Of particular relevance for this research on networked identity are notions of identity 
performance, relations of belonging and insights into audience context from the symbolic 
interactionist/social constructivist literatures.
Identity performance
Goffman (1956) uses the language of a multi-staged drama to frame each person as an actor, 
identifying roles to perform depending on the stage setting of a situation, the cues of the 
other actors and the response of the audience. He sets out how public presentation of self 
can be understood in terms of being in a process with other participants of trying to define 
the situation they are in and the roles they play. This forms the basis for an understanding of 
self as multifaceted and negotiated in context.
Goffman (1956) explicitly uses notions of stage-craft as an extended metaphor. The 
construction of identity is framed as front and back stage performances, including 
unintentional signals "given off", situated in contexts with socially understood roles, 
although the "backstage" self is not considered more 'real' (Lawler 2014).
Goffman considers performance as a reciprocal relationship positioning his notion of 
audience as both "observers" and "co-participants":
A ‘performance’ may be defined as all the activity of a given participant on a given occasion 
which serves to influence in any way any of the other participants. (1956, 18)
This is identity expressed as negotiated and contested facets defined by the situations in 
which they are performed. The contesting of demands and expectations act to shape 
situations, relationships and roles. These are also shaped by well-established or fixed guises 
and settings that Goffman (1956, 17) terms "fronts" from which actors can select roles to 
perform seen in terms of a "working consensus" built from expectations of role stereotypes 
and social conventions (1956, 14). Performed identity is dependent on a continuous interplay 
of strategies of claimed roles and tact to avoid explicit conflict of proposed definitions. 
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Charmaz, however, points out that Goffman's form of performativity is also shaped by his 
preconceptions of "an individualistic, competitive, strategic, and hierarchical model of 
human nature" (Charmaz 2006a, 67).
Goffman's (1956; 1966) pre-digital studies highlight how physical space and architecture act 
to limit the juxtaposition of situational contexts. Somebody adopting a role to suit one 
situation can be confident that they will not suddenly be viewable in another. Technology 
that connects different times and places acts to extend the reach and implications of a given 
situation which complicates social negotiations of tact.
Performative identity
A further understanding of identity as performative can be traced via J. L. Austin, through 
Derrida, to Butler and her development of performative identity in terms of the constitution
of discursive power theorised by Foucault (see Barad 2007; and Lawler 2014 for an overview).
Here identity performativity emphasises doing. For Butler, a facet of identity like gender 
"ought not to be conceived as a noun or a substantial thing or a static cultural marker, but 
rather as an incessant and repeated action of some sort” ([1990] 1999, 143). Butler uses 
performativity to understand identity as coming into being through ongoing interaction. 
Lawler (2014) in reviewing these critical social theories of performative identity argues that 
they "have not simply highlighted issues of identity: they have problematized identity" 
(Lawler 2014, 3).
Critical social theorists have questioned both assumptions of external and internal 
consistency (Bruner 1986), describing identity as discursively negotiated into being through 
self-reflexive contexts of use and contestations of power including performativity, 
sedimented memory, exclusion and belonging (Barad 2007). Butler (1997a, 160) describes the
performance of identity, applied to identity design in the focus of this thesis, as "not a 
singular act used by an already established subject, but one of the powerful and insidious 
ways in which subjects are called into social being from diffuse social quarters, inaugurated 
into sociality by a variety of diffuse and powerful interpellations".
Identity management
Identity agency is a significant area of study from a technical and infrastructural stance of 
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networked identity management (Hansen et al. 2004). Much research into privacy-
enhancing identity management implicitly models identity as a permanent individual 
attribute with distinct binary states of belonging and membership authentication. 
However, Pfitzmann and Hansen (2010) emphasise how it is a socially constructed and 
experienced process. They reject a virtual/physical dualism, and instead treat all personas21 
as constructed:
we do not use the notions physical world vs. virtual world nor physical person vs. virtual 
person … The distinction between physical and digital is only of secondary importance and 
the structure of the terminology should reflect this fundamental fact. (Pfitzmann and 
Hansen 2010, 32–33)
They do however acknowledge that there are differences "with a physical body" (Pfitzmann 
and Hansen 2010, 33) in forms of accountability and discipline between "physical entities, 
which cannot be duplicated easily, or digital entities, which can" (Pfitzmann and Hansen 
2010, 33). However, as Meyrowitz (1985) observes, if audiences have exclusively known a 
personality through the medium of electronic communication, their experiences and 
interactions can persist, even after death, through ongoing performances, audiences and 
public image. Celebrity public identities are often managed by dedicated communication 
staff and branding agencies.
Identity signatures
Identity and identification apparatuses – that is, technologies of observation, 
authentication, belonging and exclusion – act to emphasise the material and seemingly 
permanent and inseparable in questions of identity.
The identity apparatus of a corporate body, such as a fingerprint reader on a mobile phone, 
grants access through a physical attribute of the human body that is largely unique (and still 
considered cumbersome to fake (Matsumoto et al. 2002)). Other signatures of identity, such 
as writing stylometrics, suggest a more closely intertwined relationship between physical, 
biological, social and neurological factors and the expression of these across multiple 
identity performances. The apparent success of writing style analysis (Stamatatos 2009) 
suggests long-standing if not permanently sedimented identifiers can be computationally 
linked to a notion of persistent self (see, for example, Narayanan and Felten 2014; Vezzani, 
21 This thesis follows a stylistic convention (Donath 1999) of spelling 'personas' and 'forums' in their 
more colloquial but commonly used online forms.
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Baltieri, and Cucchiara 2013; Patel et al. 2016; Narayanan et al. 2012). This can also imply an 
understanding in which some underlying, 'true' self appears to underpin and influence all of
an author's identity designs despite attempts at anonymity. Nissenbaum (1999) succinctly 
describes the norms of networked authentication, storage and processing to observe that:
protecting anonymity today amounts to more than merely withholding a name. It means 
withholding the information or constellation of information it now takes to get at, or get to, 
a person. (Nissenbaum 1999, 142)
As a form of authentication (and authenticity), identity is a distinctive process of 
reproducible signatures that can accrue reputation and social agency, but is also related to 
material constraints of physical bodies. Where you live, your privilege status, and how you 
connect to the network shape whether you can use digital technologies that foster identity 
design but also whether authentication apparatuses extend to your daily life. Furthermore, 
mobile, seamless and wearable computing devices are transforming architecturally and 
socially separated spaces into network authenticated ones (Donath 2014; Mitchell 1995).
Agential identity
A framing which views identity as socially constructed can lack sufficient attention to 
material aspects of networked identification, control and reputation. Barad (2007) traces 
ontological and epistomological questions of performing identity to try to take account of 
"the interdependence of material and conceptual constraints and exclusions" (Barad 2007, 
195).
Barad seeks to take account of the ways notions of agency, history and power shape the 
ongoing production of situated identity through performativity, but also explicitly include 
the role materiality performs in these phenomena. She questions any special role of human 
representation in the production of the phenomena. She follows poststructuralist accounts 
of agency that decentre the human, ascribing importance to non-human actors within 
accounts of how identity is materially produced. Furthermore, she questions assumptions 
of agency as a given property of individual entities.
Barad introduces a philosophy-physics that understands concepts and phenomena of 
identity as inherently material-discursive: that is, the boundary making configurations of 
identity are constituted through iterative processes encompassing and producing human 
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and non-human agencies. Barad's agential realist onto-epistemology reconfigures notions 
of identity and self. She extends an understanding of performative roles as situationally 
defined facets of self to one where bodies and self come to matter out of actions 
encompassing and emerging from within the context and interaction as a whole – what she 
calls intra-action. Barad argues for "the primary ontological unit to be phenomena, rather than
independent objects with inherent boundaries and properties" (Barad 2007, 333). 
Phenomena like identity are understood in terms of intra-action, with agencies emerging 
through and producing the material-discursive elements involved:
what we commonly take to be individual entities are not separate determinately bounded 
and propertied objects, but rather are (entangled “parts of”) phenomena (material-
discursive intra-actions) that extend across (what we commonly take to be separate places 
and moments in) space and time (where the notions of “material” and “discursive” and the 
relationship between them are unmoored from their anti/humanist foundations and 
reworked). […] Intra-actions cut things together-apart (as one movement). Identity is a phenomenal 
matter; it is not an individual affair. Identity is multiple within itself; or rather, identity is diffracted 
through itself – identity is diffraction/différance/differing/deferring/differentiating. (Barad 2012a, 32)
Reading Barad's definition in relation to identity design, intra-action decentres the role of 
'the individual' designer and identity design, and acknowledges non-human agencies, 
whilst not denying that these enacted boundaries matter. Phenomena like identity or 
designer are meaningful only as part of a particular arrangement of socio-material 
apparatus, and the cuts made between apparatus and phenomenon. For Barad identity is an
entangled superposition of possibilities (and exclusions) that are iteratively enacted and 
renegotiated into being. Identity performance constitutes a context and its actors through 
and from within this intra-action. Identities are multiple, situated and iteratively 
becoming, yet sedimented through particular reproducible ways of agentially assembling 
the identity apparatuses that determine specific (more-than-just-)human agencies.
Networked performative identity
In her studies of networked identity, boyd (2014) and her collaborators (including Baym and 
boyd 2012; Ellison and boyd 2013; Jenkins, Ito, and boyd 2015; Marwick and boyd 2018) 
understand identity as performative in Goffman's dramaturgical terms and situate this in 
increasingly connected social spaces (Meyrowitz 1985). boyd's (2010) positioning of 
performative identity construction within networked publics gives attention to aspects of 
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belonging, reputation, agency, and communication, including tact and 'backstage' 
interactions.
Online identity can also operate within very structured bureaucracies, such as national and 
organisational authentication, and in networked systems, a proliferation of boundaries 
programmed to prevent access without forms of civic or commercial authentication or 
social verification (Caplan and boyd 2016). Haraway (2004) questions the boundaries of self 
and identity, and uses the role of networked identity apparatuses to discuss new 
possibilities of identity and agency. Turkle (1995) frames early networked identity play in the 
decoupling and entangling of the physical and digital:
where the self is multiple and constructed by language, […] where people and machines are 
in a new relation to each other, indeed can be mistaken for each other. (Turkle 1995, 17)
She develops notions of identity play that “admit multiplicity and flexibility" and 
"acknowledge the constructed nature of reality, self and other” (Turkle 1995, 261) in which:
We are encouraged to think of ourselves as fluid, emergent, decentralized, multiplicitous, 
flexible, and ever in process. (Turkle 1995, 263–4)
boyd (2014) questions the degree to which utopian visions of the early web are useful for 
understanding the lived experiences of online identity. In challenging what she perceives as 
unrealistic fantasies of virtual reality and escape from everyday social situations, boyd 
(2008; 2014) draws on Sundén's (2003, 188) alternative "cyborgfeminist perspective that 
problematizes every separation of the imaginary from the political, and does so in a sense 
that does not erase the material from the virtual”.
Both boyd and Sundén seek to engage with identity without separating it from the political 
or material contexts of the network. Yet simultaneously, boyd's emphasis leaves under 
represented – or even normalises – the creeping tendency towards a totalitarian cloud 
identity authentication apparatus, and loss of potential for the constructive and 
deconstructive identity play found in abundance just a decade earlier.
Barad's (2007) agential realism allows an interpretation of both Turkle's identity play and 
boyd's networked identity through a theory of performative agency that takes seriously the 
power and exclusions enacted by the material and discursive together, whilst also 
emphasising possibilities for social justice and "new patterns of understanding-becoming" 
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(Barad 2014b, 187). Barad (2007) offers an account of post-humanist (post-cyborg) bodies22 
that resists a framing of virtual identity as separate. She takes identity not as somehow 
already stable and distinct but as entangled within the network.
Identity design as intentional identity performativity
Identity design can be thought of as a creative, intentional, experimental aspect of identity 
performativity. The act of identity presentation is always partly a creative process of 
constructing self-concept and identity. Identity design is potentially empowering persona-
audience relationship in which the material-discursive co-constitution of identity takes 
place with greater awareness of the agential cuts, exclusions and possibilities enacted.
Turkle's (1995) study of the early web as noted earlier in this chapter described the public 
identity design of anonymous pseudonymity in terms of identity play. She studied how 
spaces like early online roleplay-focused MUDs – an acronym for Multi-User Dungeon23 – 
can contribute to exploring multifaceted experiences and performances of designed 
identities. Turkle uses the early experiences of role playing performances of new identity 
roles online to question the inseparability of authors and their identity designs:
Play has always been an important aspect of our individual efforts to build identity. The 
psychoanalyst Erik Erikson called play a 'toy situation' that allows us to 'reveal and commit' 
ourselves 'in its unreality.' (Turkle 1995, 184)
Turkle (1995, 186) brings together psychoanalytic accounts of “identity play in cyberspace” 
and traditional performative role-play analogies with her interpretation of identity as the 
playful design work of digital bricolage (Turkle and Papert 1991) along with "more mundane" 
(Turkle 1995, 208) contexts of social interaction in which facets of everyday life identity are 
reconstructed online. She describes identity play "from a viewpoint that assumes a 
conventional distinction between a constructed persona and the real self" (Turkle 1995, 185) 
with some "slippages", which are "places where persona and self merge" (Turkle 1995, 185–6). 
Turkle positions most identity construction as bound up in negotiations with social norms 
22 I take 'post' to mean 'more than merely', in keeping with a reading that encompasses "myriad 
temporalities and spatialities and myriad intra-active entities-in-assemblages—including the 
more-than-human, other-than-human, inhuman, and human-as-humus" (Haraway 2015, 160).
23 The nomenclature of subterranean adventure carried through to more general audiences from the
influence of Colossal Cave Adventure – an early digital pothole cave exploration game – as well as 
fantasy Dungeons & Dragons role play and the storytelling software experiments it inspired 
(Boellstorff 2008).
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and hierarchies. In the design decisions and emerging spaces of the early web, Turkle shows
how identity play functions in spaces in which more experimental persona creations are not 
bound by performer's existing reputations and roles:
From their earliest days, MUDs have been evocative objects for thinking about virtuality and 
accountability. (1995, 249)
Turkle is describing playful identity creation that can serve exploratory functions such as 
forms of "escape" or "resistance" (Turkle 1995, 241) (or some combination of the two).
While Turkle locates her discussion of identity play – and the socio-technical construction 
of identity – in the literature of psychoanalysis and technology pedagogy research, and 
within the framework of poststructuralist Freudian and Lacanian literatures, this thesis 
follows boyd (2008; 2014) in complicating Turkle's psychoanalytic framing and questioning 
views of identity that can be defined as a crisis of fragmentation (or in clear developmental 
phases).
Turkle (1995) identifies anonymous pseudonymity in the identity play she describes, in 
which designed personas are held distinct from their authors. For her, identity play is 
creative experimentation with roles, reputations and hierarchies. Identity play happens in 
spaces where new roles, characteristics and identities can be constructed unlinked from 
some of the hegemonic constrictions of existing civic identities. Turkle describes identity 
play in terms of the space to actively construct identities (if only for a short while or in a 
small community), but equally about rule and social norm making, as a negotiation of trust 
and new reputations. Identity play is not, therefore, a nihilistic anonymous space without 
accountability or constraint. Nor is it (just) role play in the sense of adopting only 
established or prescribed roles. I describe anonymous pseudonymity in relation to identity 
design, and the identity play it entails.
Anonymous pseudonymity
Donath (2014) gives a social media and design understanding of pseudonymity. She relates 
pseudonymity to both social norms of identity performance and status, and the interface 
design that shapes experiences of online identity (Donath 1999). Pseudonymity is shaped by 
cultures of use and technologies of communication. Pseudonymity disassociates an author's
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existing reputations from a persona reputation through social convention alone or through 
technological systems of anonymity sustained by social convention. Similarly, anonymity is 
socio-technical in its production.
An individualistic and technologically deterministic view of anonymous pseudonymity24 can
miss the ways in which the identity design of anonymity and reputation are always co-
constituted and negotiated within publics. Social constructivist and socially situated stances
help to articulate the ways in which anonymous pseudonymity is socially and politically 
produced.
In some cases, a pseudonym is initiated by an author, in others an audience (or collector or 
publisher) ascribes a pseudonym to a growing reputation. In all cases, the reputation of a 
pseudonym is negotiated with an audience. Pseudonyms can work as tokens of 
identification and access to audiences (Chaum 1981) as well as reputational constructs of a 
sense of character and trust (Donath 1999). The sustainability of a pseudonym is co-
constituted with networked audiences in multiple ways, such as through a means of reply, a 
tone-of-voice, a character name, distribution of a cryptographic key and signature, or 
reoccurring communication pattern (Dalton 2013; Renaud, Volkamer, and Renkema-
Padmos 2014).
Pseudonymity therefore is not so much about the choosing of a name but the making of a 
name for a character through contested communication. Even the seemingly private act of 
choosing a pseudonymous handle is inherently related to a public, as an author is 
considering the expectations of their (imagined) audiences, as well as drawing on available 
social discourses, stereotypes and roles for their pseudonym to potentially occupy.
Reputation is defined as face, or standing, performatively negotiated within social contexts 
(and shaped by embodied sedimented signals of the performer), and sustained through 
iterative working consensus of roles, position and character (Donath 2014, 186). The 
reputation of a pseudonym is also a way of describing the audiences it has reached, 
constructed or co-constituted, iteratively, over time and space (Pfitzmann and Hansen 2010,
25). Developing a new persona reputation through everyday interaction requires an author 
24 See, for example, the ISO IS 15408 definitions (Pfitzmann and Hansen 2010), and North's (2003) 
critique of techno-determinist accounts of anonymity history.
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to adopt the position of an unknown stranger even in the context of a familiar audience and 
is often a slow negotiation of performativity and influence. Historically pseudonym authors 
have often drawn on forms of character construction that can quickly build persona for an 
audience to recognise. Stereotype roles and characters can serve as a short cut that authors 
and audiences can use to more quickly share and develop an understanding of a new 
persona (Taylor 1991).
There is an interplay between reputation and anonymity – between the construction of 
audiences through the accountability and trust of reputation, and the agency to do so 
afforded by functioning anonymity. Without the disassociation and playful permission of 
pseudonymity, constructing reputation is bound up in the categories and roles that are 
sustained by hegemonic hierarchies of society and the gatekeeping functions of 
authenticated access.
Anonymous communication technologies serve as the primary form of agency of 
untraceable disassociation – control over indeterminacy – between authors and their 
pseudonymous reputations.25 Socio-political pseudonymity conventions (such as stage 
names and performance spaces (Brennan and Pettit 2004), regnal names and military cadre 
nom de guerre, or the complex machinations of multinational wealth management and tax 
avoidance shell identity bureaucracies) can sometimes effectively dissociate the reputations 
of a performer and their known pseudonym in the minds of an audience by limiting access 
to an exclusive performer class and para-social relationships (Meyrowitz 1985). Obscurity 
may also produce a sense of authorial anonymity, while failing to actually prevent 
subsequent identification should an obscure persona later gain an audience.
Anonymous pseudonymity cultures
Pseudonymity is a practice of designing identity. The study of anonymous pseudonymity 
cultures – in which the identity design of new persona reputations by audiences themselves 
is commonplace within ongoing public discourses – represent the most significant 
25 I discuss anonymity in relation to agency and indeterminacy in the anonymity section of this 
chapter, below. Barad emphasises the differences between ontological indeterminacy and (mere) 
epistemological uncertainty. She notes the constitutive possibilities of indeterminacy, and that 
resolving some indeterminacies “always entails constitutive exclusions (that which must remain 
indeterminate)” (Barad 2012b, 7).
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literatures on distributed identity design practices. The various disciplines of anonymity 
and pseudonymity research and practice are therefore highly relevant to this design 
research study.
Pseudonyms are intentionally created communicative identities that are disassociated from 
their authors – that is, they are unlinked or indeterminate – that through persistent use 
establish an ongoing social reputation with audiences. Pseudonymity requires the agency to
maintain a distance and ambiguity between author and persona. Anonymous pseudonyms 
are distinct reputation-audience relations sustained by the interplay between anonymity that 
keeps them unlinked from each other, and reputation (accountability, familiarity and trust) 
that allows for identity to be built over time (Donath 1999).
This next section traces how anonymous pseudonymity can be understood as a 
superposition of both: access to the indeterminacy of an anonymous crowd; and creative 
control over relations of audience-reputation belonging. I will identify the importance of 
seeing identity design as part of a tradition of anonymous pseudonymity cultures before 
returning to some key definitions from the literatures on anonymity and pseudonymity.
Key shifts in anonymous pseudonymity culture
Here I describe rich, anonymous pseudonymity cultures that have often been identified 
between more stable periods of media and communication, at socio-technical transitions, 
such as the emergence of print publishing, telegraph newspaper networks and internet 
chat. While not determined by new networks of telecommunication and authentication, it is
these topological changes in "material spaces and conventions" (North 2003, 58) between all 
those involved in authorship and audiences that together can make space for anonymous 
pseudonymity.26
Historical anonymous pseudonymity is often presented as determined by distinct 
communication technology, such as the printing press, and dictated solely by individual 
authors. More recent scholarship suggests a more complex intersection of technological and
social agencies in the ongoing production of an anonymous pseudonymity culture (Ezell 
2003; North 2003; Johnson 2011; Griffin 2014; Deseriis 2015; Starner and Traister 2016). 
26 I return to Barad’s (2007) intra-active emphasis on topology in relation to networks later in this 
chapter in the network topology dynamics section.
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North (2003) offers an analysis of the functions and forms anonymity can take. She sets out 
a nuanced understanding of naming and anonymity as historically situated, socially and 
materially constructed, and contested over time, drawing on a particularly productive 
period of anonymity culture that coincides with the establishment and uptake of printing 
press technologies and norms in early modern Europe. North identifies an ongoing and 
shifting set of anonymity norms and practices, shaped by technical innovation and shifting 
social fashions and political negotiations. For example, she describes the 'Martinist' 
religious debates of Early Modern England in which anonymous pseudonyms contested 
identities, arguments and audiences through access to 'illegal' printing presses and 
pamphlet publishers. Authors portrayed their own use of anonymity as legitimate, while 
simultaneously demonising the anonymity of opponents. Anonymous pseudonymity 
provided moments of relatively empowered communication, audience building and 
resistance, in a political climate in which harsh retribution and executions were a real 
threat. North describes anonymity culture and function as emerging through both ongoing 
co-construction of productive ambiguity, and appropriation of existing conventions, not as a 
distinct boundary between socio-technical epochs, but more complex, ongoing shifts in 
practice. Anonymity emerges through "the dispersal of responsibility by blurring the lines 
between one individual's work and another's" so that "when attribution had more than one 
agent, the resulting ambiguity often begot anonymity, even in the midst of naming" (North 
2003, 58).
The interplay of ambiguity and convention – agencies of indeterminacy and claims on 
belonging – that North identifies reoccur throughout periods of rich anonymous 
pseudonymity culture. It is only through the technical or cultural production of constraints 
on (expressive) identifying information given off by the face, voice and body, combined with 
the possibilities of reputation-audience creation, that anonymous pseudonymity forms 
become socially accepted and creatively possible. Anonymous pseudonymity is contingent 
on agencies of materiality and discourse. The histories of periods of relative abundance or 
scarcity in anonymous pseudonymity are inherently material-discursive. One must consider
the material agencies of the apparatuses of anonymous pseudonymity, such as the mask, 
cloak (Johnson 2011), printing press (North 2003; Taylor 1991), post box, telegraph (Taylor 
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1991), bulletin board, server database (Turkle 1995; Bachmann, Bialski, and Hansen 2017) and
quantum cryptography signature (Gisin et al. 2002; Barad 2007), as much as the 
conventions, cultures and contexts through which they emerged.
For example, paper and literacy – initially technologies and practices of the wealthy and 
scribal workers – gradually became more accessible in wider societies. Those who could 
afford literacy and authentication-at-a-distance began to make new connections of identity 
and communication – new network topologies – through time, space and materials:
Persons absent in time or place were substituted by seals, which operated as alternates for 
those who were absent, acting in their place. It is intriguing that personal identity came to 
be signified just as people began to project their authority and accountability beyond their 
own actual, empirical presence. It is as if absence were required for the question of identity 
even to become conceivable. (Bedos-Rezak 2000, 1490)
A tradition not a contemporary moral panic
The way that anonymous pseudonymity is often framed as a contemporary moral panic 
belies the productive, positive history of the practice. Instead the agency to design identity 
found in anonymous pseudonymity cultures should be taken as the study of a long tradition 
of rich public identity design.
Current discussions of anonymous pseudonymity are dominated by a sense of moral panic, 
and a tendency to frame it as unusual, exotic, recently emerging and a threat (Matias 2017; 
Coleman 2014). Anonymity throughout its history is often proclaimed as a "new and 
unprecedented moral threat" and a "contemporary crisis" of technological change (North 
2003, 97–98) yet North argues that we should approach it "as a tradition" (North 2003, 98).
The social and technical shifts in anonymity use, and attempts to control it, are shaped by 
developments in technologies of communication and politics of agency. The popular 
contemporary cultural framing of encrypted anonymous pseudonymity often evokes 
characterisations of subcultural deviance and crisis such as the narratives of "cypherpunks" 
(Hughes 1993), "nym wars" (Galperin 2012), the "Anonymous movement" (Coleman 2014), the 
"dark web" or "darknet" (Nath and Kriechbaumer 2015), and the perceived role of anonymity 
in the recently publicised fake news and trolling by nation-state and billionaire-class funded 
algorithmic (Phillips 2018) "astroturf" lobbying (Stauber and Rampton 1995, 79). These 
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current networked moral panics (boyd 2014, 105) about the ways that persona are created and 
used can be understood as part of a longer history of contested access to and framing of 
identity design. Creative intentional authorial use of intrigue and audience building that 
anonymous pseudonymity offers, is set against appropriation of these tools by powerful 
actors who simultaneously reframe the anonymity of less powerful others in terms of 
morality, legitimacy and disgust.
Anonymous pseudonymity culture currently seems rare (Ciuraru 2011) and out of reach 
(Weaver 2013), relegated to infrequent examples of a few fiction author noms de plume and 
musician stage names, some social media accounts, a couple of subcultural web space 
usernames and street art tags, but little else. Meanwhile, as noted above, perceptions of 
anonymous pseudonymity are shaped by a media portrayal of the so called dark web, and 
also a gradual shift in fashions and technologies away from historical norms of effective 
networked anonymity. The majority of pseudonymity practices in this contemporary 
framing are recast as inherently deviant or criminal (Nath and Kriechbaumer 2015). For 
example, Coleman (2014), despite a skilful and detailed ethnography of the "Anonymous 
movement", tends to replicate a mass media portrayal of the history of digital anonymity 
cultures in terms of extremes of moral panic leaving little ground for discussion of the 
subtlety of function and more mundane uses of anonymity. Additionally in art and design 
practice, as well as some research cultures, the frisson of implied deviance adds a vitality to 
work commenting on or situated within these anonymity cultures.
The demonisation of public agencies of identity design is not new. Critics of anonymity 
throughout histories of anonymous pseudonymity cultures are characterised by "hyperbole 
and moral outrage" (North 2003, 97). In 18th century Venice for example, a widespread 
masking culture meant trading and socialising became possible between otherwise 
stratified classes, and masked women, for example, were (on occasion) able to move more 
freely through the otherwise claustrophobic and surveilled city architecture. Contemporary 
critics named these new gender and class freedoms as "the source of all disorder" (Concina 
1755 in Johnson 2011, 19) and "a symptom of social decline" (Johnson 2011, 20), and yet 
anonymity culture thrived. A similar portrayal of extremes is also present in subsequent 
early print and early web anonymous pseudonymity periods, yet in each there is an ongoing 
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functioning possibility of productive anonymity at these times through widespread 
acceptability of anonymity conventions and technologies sustained by public social norms 
and practices.
North's observations of how some authors contested access by others to early print 
anonymity resonates with more recent experiences of networked anonymity:
Their alarm bespeaks the very popularity and malleability of anonymity and suggests that 
one need not look far to find a different set of authors and readers with less critical 
interpretations of name suppression. (North 2003, 99)
A recognition that anonymous pseudonymity has long been a tradition, shaped by periods 
of resurgence and curtailment in anonymity culture that have often accompanied shifts in 
power and affordances during the emergence of new media as well as changes in social and 
political norms, allows for the possibility of such space for identity design through 
anonymous pseudonymity to be renegotiated again. This next section draws briefly on 
several historical periods in which anonymous pseudonymity has been common to show 
that such spaces can be constructed or contested, and potentially designed for again.
Masks and tokens
Identity creation has "fascinated virtually all human societies" (Twycross and Carpenter 
2002, 3). Certainly forms reoccur in the widespread, sporadic, diverse histories of mask 
making and wearing (Pernet 1992), particularly in rituals that exercise charismatic power, 
festivals that include role play, and other customs (temporarily) contesting belonging, 
identity and authority. Beyond the social rules of performance and ritual, identity of 
performers is easily discovered by lifting the cloak and mask (Esser 1988). In some contexts 
and uses, masking and puppetry can be understood as forms of (proto-)pseudonymity, 
albeit limited in function and scope by the physical presence of the performer. However, it is
the technologies of communication at a distance – first through representatives carrying 
totemic objects, then forms of inscribed object, written contracts, letters and seals, then 
postal networks, telegraphs and electronic telecommunication – that afford the potential 
for nuanced character creation sustained by the socio-technological separation between 
author and audience.
Masks and other concealing, decorative devices can serve both as functional anonymity and 
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as forms of pseudonymous reputation. Clothing and objects can enforce both physical and 
charismatic authority: from controlling ownership of masks and fetish objects that gain 
power through the cost of making or rarity of finding materials, to the technical innovations
of hard to fake seals and signatures of early contracts and letters, representing 
authenticated communication over distance and time.
Late 17th and 18th century Venice sustained a complex public life of wearing a uniform style 
of mask, hat and cloak, and other conventions of potential identity ambiguity and 
anonymity (Johnson 2011).27 While the social and material conventions of masking in Venice 
created space for anonymity, most maskers meeting knew who they were talking to. 
However, the commonplace tools of anonymity created a context in which people could and 
did go completely hidden at times too.
Oral and scribal cultures
Pseudonymity plays a clear role in charismatic persuasion and claims on legitimacy for 
authors and audiences, in addition to being a form of creative reputation and possible 
anonymity. Up until the development of portable communication media, identity 
fabrication and performance were tied to the physically-present performer or storyteller. 
Writing established methods of reliably representing identity at a distance and over time, 
and with it a much greater potential for pseudonymity creation. Concepts and articulation 
of anonymity and pseudonymity became important in northern Europe at a time in which 
growing reproduction and distribution produced new cultures of copying and access (Ferry 
2002). Earlier writing was often unsigned because the process of duplication and 
distribution was in small networks in which the author was known already. However, such 
conventions later made space for naming ambiguity and anonymity as audiences, authors 
and publishers grew.
27 At its richest point as a culture of identity play, much of Venice's public life was lived through 
masking – with up to six months of the year given over to regular mask wearing in the city, 
including in cafes, theatres, casinos and other meeting places. Masked publics met in contexts of 
social pleasure, but also for (illicit) political discussion, trading and romance. Indeed, Johnson 
(2011) suggests masking emerged, in part, out of the overly constraining rigid hierarchies of 
stratification and surveillance of the island city. In addition, technologies – such as access to 
nearly identical, disposable, cheap masks from vendors across the city, combined with a gondola-
dominated travel network that provided the ability to move from one part of the city to another 
with less easy tracking – all went together to create a very complex, rich topology of connections 
and constraints in which uses of anonymous pseudonyms could thrive.
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North (2003) shows how scribal manuscript and coterie28 cultures and their conventions of 
anonymity and pseudonymity extended and evolved from before the printing press, into a 
rich set of anonymous pseudonymity29 cultures in early modern European communication:
Whether for reasons of personal safety, social decorum, or political and rhetorical 
effectiveness, early modern authors and book producers manipulated anonymity in 
remarkably diverse ways, sometimes looking back to medieval conventions of anonymity, 
sometimes responding directly to the demands of print culture and Tudor-Stuart politics, 
and often employing age-old conventions of anonymity in unique and surprising ways. 
Readers found anonymity highly interpretable; its traditions, fashionability, dangers, and 
occasional playfulness made it a nuanced and meaningful gesture. (North 2003, 4)
European anonymous pseudonymity conventions were adopted and developed in North 
America – at a time of massive growth in telecommunication and revolutionary political 
resistance (Starr 2005) – leading to a "golden age" of newspaper pseudonymous authorship 
(Taylor 1991). Telegraph and postage systems in North America created a space for 
distributed identity performance, creative copying and assemblage. Subversive play 
involving both political critique and carnivalesque stereotypes emerged as a culture of 
authorship in North American newspapers, and were accepted as part of everyday 
journalistic and political life (Taylor 1991).
Electromagnetic communication first vastly increased the immediacy and reach of 
journalistic voices, through radio, telegraph and telephone communication at a distance, 
but then also contributed to a shift towards more centralised monopolies of editorial 
control, and a restriction on audiences through the relatively prohibitive cost of these new 
technologies of broadcast (Starr 2005). At the same time the storage and reproduction of 
signatures of voice and image gradually made the ambiguity of anonymous pseudonymity 
of identity less tenable.
Public telecommunication
A number of smaller do-it-yourself (DIY) and subcultural communities have re-contested a 
28 An exclusive court or intellectual social group who often maintained commonplace books through 
shared authorship of collections of poetry, quotes, essays and marginalia, for themselves but also 
wider audiences.
29 North's (2003) studies focus on anonymity and namelessness rather than pseudonymity, with a 
particular emphasis on print conventions of (absent) naming and other marginalia and 
paratextual analysis. However, pseudonymity features throughout her considerations, and the 
definition of pseudonymity used in this thesis encompasses the reputation developed through 
absent naming she discusses.
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more distributed control of communication media technologies, often marking points of 
resurgence in identity creativity and anonymous pseudonymity authorship. 'Hobby' AM 
radio, CB truck radio, mail art, fanzines, street art, and community radio (so called pirate 
radio) (Jenkins, Ito, and boyd 2015, 17; Chandler and Neumark 2005) have all provided spaces
in which identity design is more possible and accepted.
However, it was not until the emergence of networked computer bulletin boards, 
conferencing and chat first in the US and Scandinavia – and the egalitarian information 
sharing principles of the early Web protocols in scientific communities – that we begin to 
see new technologies of communication at a distance in the hands of larger (relatively grass-
roots) audiences themselves (Garton 2005).
As discussed, Turkle's (1995) study of early online cultures, in MUDs and other "text-based, 
social virtual reality" (Turkle 1995, 181) spaces30 of email (Electronic Mail), BBS (Bulletin 
Board Systems), USENET (discussion forums) and IRC (Internet Relay Chat) digital 
telecommunication systems, describes how "people either explicitly play roles (as in MUDs) 
or more subtly shape their online selves" (Turkle 1995, 256). She acknowledges the agency 
that anonymous pseudonymity affords those in MUDs and other online forums to design 
new identities, emerging from the norms of role play gaming and the constraints of early 
network technologies.
Turkle describes how anonymous pseudonymity in MUDs emerged out of contexts of 
experimentation made possible by audiences connecting through networks, and shaped by 
the resources and constraints afforded by infrastructures and code. The limited text 
medium sustained by the resources of early networked computing meant Turkle and her 
case studies had "literally written our online personae into existence" (1995, 263) and the 
anonymity of the apparatus underpinning identity design was an almost inevitable part of 
the constraints of the network infrastructures that sustained it.
These early digital public spaces and their user audiences were growing and evolving rapidly
as people programmed and negotiated the social norms, network infrastructures and 
30 MUDs are "organized around the metaphor of physical space" (Turkle 1995, 182) in the history of 
role-play and gaming, as are the smaller-scale metaphors of shared desks, noticeboards and filing
cabinets used in BBS and IRC topic themes structured discussion spaces, and in email other 
messaging systems.
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software interfaces that helped define them.
Many spaces developed conventions of "real name" civic identity signatures or rudimentary 
technologies of authentication (Turkle 1995). However, frequently networked community 
environments were socially or technically separated from civic identities, which made space 
for new roles and characters to be created and experimented with. The anonymous 
pseudonymity that Turkle identifies in these early computer networks represented a 
significant minority of how online identity was authored at that time:
In cyberspace, hundreds of thousands, perhaps already millions, of users create online 
personae who live in a diverse group of virtual communities where the routine formation of 
multiple identities undermines any notion of a real and unitary self. (Turkle 1995, 267)
It was a prominent feature of early digital public spaces made possible by networked 
computers. However, Turkle also noted how "the notion of the real fights back” (Turkle 1995, 
267), and the possibilities of anonymous pseudonymity shift over time.
Social network sites
Early networks both encouraged numerous contexts of role-play pseudonymity and lacked 
resources of logging and tracking to preclude anonymity. Later networked publics can be 
characterised by a collapse of these distinct anonymous pseudonymity contexts through the 
conventions accompanying mass connectivity, storage and processing.
By the time of the studies of networked teen identity by boyd (2006; 2008; and her 
subsequent studies with collaborators, see for example Baym and boyd 2012), anonymous 
pseudonymity had become rare, almost unimaginable, in the dominant social network sites.
Networked identity roles were instead bound up in increasingly centralised apparatuses of 
everyday social constructions of civic identity. boyd (2008) contends that Turkle’s (1995, 246) 
observations of widespread "dizzyingly free" anonymous pseudonymity is at odds with 
accounts of teen identity practice:31
Even if her analysis holds for those who are trying to create separate 'virtual' worlds through 
online engagement, the vast majority of teens are not. […] While identity play was 
commonplace in MUDs, the profiles that teens create in social network sites are typically 
tightly connected to the identity that teens embody in unmediated environments. […] While 
31 It is worth noting that Turkle (1995) gives a more nuanced interpretation of the interplay between 
everyday identity of social reputation, and the spaces in which identity play can happen, than 
boyd (2008) seems to credit her with, acknowledging that constructed personas intersect with 
politics and concerns of the everyday.
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some suggest that identity work through the Internet tends to involve the creation of 
fictional characters unconnected from embodied reality (Turkle 1995), this was not a 
common practice that I witnessed. (boyd 2008, 125–8)
While anonymous pseudonymity persisted somewhat in the evolution of MUDs into 
centrally authenticated MMORPGs (Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games) 
(Corneliussen and Rettberg 2008) and commercial virtual reality experiments including 
SecondLife (Boellstorff 2008), the growing sites of networked public space became less and 
less amenable to anonymous pseudonymity. Even in role-play and gaming spaces such as 
SecondLife and MMORPGs participants often tend to reconstruct their civic identities, roles
and unified sense of self, despite the apparent freedom to create entirely new characters 
(Donath 2014). Donath (2014, 340) summarises this shift over the time between Turkle's 
studies and boyd's:
Balance is the key […] between being part of a community and having a place to be different 
[…] For a while, the online world helped provide this balance. For people enmeshed in tight 
communities, it provided a place to be separate, to take on a different persona. For those 
who could not find a community where they fit in, it erased the barriers of distance to bring 
together scattered people with common tastes and concerns, whether gay teenagers, fans of 
an obscure music genre, or sufferers of a rare disease. Yet in recent years the balance has 
been tilting toward identification, tying all activities to one's increasingly searchable real 
name. The virtual city is becoming the global village, where everyone "knows" everyone else, 
and myriad eyes watch all activity.
The potential for anonymous pseudonymity in early digital networks can partly be 
understood as a dynamic of disparate interest-focused groups in which "many online 
communities in the 90s were […] built upon people encountering one another for the first 
time in an online context" (Ellison and boyd 2013, 161). Compared with the early network 
spaces Turkle (1995) studied, the sites boyd studied are not easily divided into discrete 
situations in which distinct personas might be constructed:
While online forums that are organized around topic or interests can be reasonably 
understood as a discrete group, networks of people connected to disparate others are not as 
easy to categorize. (Ellison and boyd 2013, 162)
The distance between Turkle and boyd's two accounts of how "digital bodies" (boyd 2008, 125;
Turkle 1995, 231) can be constituted suggests a significant shift in the norms and structures 
of the networked spaces for identity design in the time between their studies. Turkle's (1995) 
predictions of growing anonymous pseudonymity did not foresee, nor articulate, the scale 
of the everyday normative pressures of social online interaction, nor the scale of the impact 
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of networked authentication and tracking infrastructures in reducing the occurrence of 
openly playful identity performance online. She did, however, acknowledge the shifting 
demographics (Ellison and boyd 2013, 162) of the early internet:
When I began exploring the world of MUDs in 1992, the Internet was open to a limited group
of users, chiefly academics and researchers in affiliated commercial enterprises. The 
MUDders were mostly middle-class college students. They chiefly spoke of using MUDs as 
places of play and escape, though some used MUDs to address personal difficulties. […] By 
late 1993, network access could easily be purchased commercially, and the number and 
diversity of people on the Internet had expanded dramatically. (Turkle 1995, 238)
The extent and affordability of both computers and access to the network grew dramatically,
vastly increasing the number and diversity of people who could connect.32 Consequently, 
over time networks have made space for some forms of interaction while also constraining 
others. The centralising factors of a small number of commercially successful ISPs and 
cheaper processing and storage costs, also made authentication and tracking more viable in 
this period.
The growth and then loss of spaces of anonymous pseudonymity between early virtual 
communities and later social network sites can be understood not only as changing 
constraints on the creative ambiguities of anonymity in network infrastructure, but also in 
relation to changing conventions with demographics and adapting business and governance
models (especially the power to authenticate).
Growing numbers of internet users, and the relative diversity of their identities, produced 
crowds to be lost within in the thriving subcultures of the 'virtual city' that Donath (2014) 
describes. Later, communities that had relied on social norms (and institutional affiliations) 
of their smaller audiences, found 'endless September' brought new challenges of how to 
sustain reputation systems to hold identities that have been written into being to account 
(The Wizards 1996). We see a shift away from socially acceptable forms of anonymity in this 
period due to the loss of productive constraints on naming and identifying, through the 
developing infrastructures of tracking and authentication gatekeeping, and in community 
responses to accountability. The cost of flaming, trolling and spam, and the network effect 
32 The fall in cost, and rise in availability, of access to first local-call telephone modem services like 
BBS, and then internet access particularly through the successes of AOL, that occurred around 
1993 are memorialised as the "endless September" (Donath 2014, 166; Tanni, Smetnjak, and 
Quaranta 2014, 5; coined by Fischer 1994) in an academic frame of reference of the predominant 
demographic already online.
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induced business monopolies (Shirky 2005) of search, email and social media shifted focus 
from self-determined communities, to multi-context online sites and identities.
Enclosure
The successes of Google, Microsoft and Yahoo's online email services followed by Apple's App
Store and Facebook's closed commercial algorithmic personalisation around 2008 marked a
growth in exclusive log-in social platforms, walled garden 'app stores' and the dominance of 
proprietary networking protocols, authenticated access and information monopolies 
attempting to construct new digital 'intellectual property rights' over 'personal data'33 
(Bratton 2015). Similarly, systems of identification and authentication are reflected in 
business models formed around the professionalisation and centralisation of aspects of 
naming and trust authorities including Domain Name Systems (DNS) and certificate 
authorities (CAs) (Barabas, Narula, and Zuckerman 2017). Following the success of 
(predominantly American) early social network sites, a number of international alternatives 
developed that have come to dominate particular cultures or publics, often along national, 
common language or timezone boundaries (including Yandex and mail.RU in Russia, and 
Baidu, Weibo, Tencent and Alibaba in China (Chen and Cheung 2017; Metahaven and 
Bratton 2011)).
Bachmann, Knecht and Wittel (2017) formulate the networked reconfiguring of identity data
as "a new form of capitalist enclosure" (2017, 244), drawing on recent conceptualisations of 
"platform capitalism" (Srnicek 2016), "communicative capitalism" (Dean 2005) and 
"surveillance capitalism" (Zuboff 2015). With platform capitalism, Srnicek (2016) emphasises 
the monopolising power of the incumbent network effect to almost encompass complete 
economies, although Srnicek's analogy of a 'platform' intermediary is at times perhaps too 
suggestive of both neutrality and stability. Communicative capitalism is characterised by 
Dean (2005) as ever circulating online content, which appears political but ignores situated 
struggle and is distracted by technological fantasies of messaging in itself as meaningful 
contribution, as well as overestimated "global unity" (2005, 67). For Zuboff (2015), 
33 I use 'walled garden' here rather than 'silo', as although the later implies the tactical or commercial
value held by controlling a silo (of grain, missiles or data), it leaves little room for redistributive 
community models as few silos are collectively held. Instead walled gardens (in the UK 
particularly) invoke grand privileged enclosure of the commons, but also an equally pervasive 
history of re-acquisition as public parks and common land (Linebaugh 2014; Boyle 2003).
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surveillance capitalism takes the form of profit-driven tracking and analysis of personal life,
commodified in 'behaviour' data, as characterised by the obscured service-advertising 
business model of Google, and the state collaboration and outpacing of legal oversight these 
companies have attained – a "coup from above" (2015, 86) at the scale of sovereign states.
In light of the centralising identity dossiers (predicted by Chaum 1985) of cloud enclosure, it 
would be easy to dismiss the promise of early anonymous pseudonymity cultures as mere 
"fantasies about a new kind of social power" (Turkle 1995, 247) and "cyber-utopian visions" 
(boyd 2008, 49). However, not only was the anonymous pseudonymity culture of the time 
rich and productive, but what was to emerge during this playing with ideas of ownership 
and organisation was a period of massive growth in personal communication 
empowerment through the first 'era' of blogging and commenting (Rettberg 2013; Marlow 
2005), as well as cementing some of the empowering ideological positions of early computer
researchers within the Free Software movement (Stallman 2015). Independent blogs 
dwindled in relative importance by the early 2010s (Ellison and boyd 2013) as social 
interaction moved from decentralised hosting, comments and federated RSS interaction 
towards centralised Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Tumblr pages. However, Free and 
Open Source Software has persisted to become the dominant software model underpinning 
much internet apparatus (Finley 2016). Likewise, networked publics have developed 
expectations of connectivity that still hold possibilities for political and ethical action 
(Jenkins et al. 2016; Srnicek 2016).
Anonymity
Anonymity is the power and agency to keep communication unlinked from an author’s 
reputation. Anonymity is indeterminate authorial identity (Pfitzmann and Hansen 2010; 
North 2003). In this research, anonymity is defined in relation to the pseudonymous process
of creating and sustaining reputation and audience relations. When definitions of 
pseudonymity are derived just from the Greek prefix and root as meaning specious, false (or 
even deceptive) (self-)naming, they ignore the nuances of how pseudonyms form relations of 
trust, character and audience. Such a false-name definition tends to treat pseudonymity 
narrowly as one potential feature of an anonymous communication (see for example Berki 
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and Jäkälä 2010). The inverse approach is to understand anonymity as one potential feature 
of the broader phenomenon of pseudonymity. In their collaborative review of anonymity 
and pseudonymity concepts used in cryptography and digital security, Pfitzmann and 
Hansen (2010) formulate a framework for discussing privacy enhancing technologies and the 
design and programming of networked systems. They position anonymity in relation to 
encryption, authentication, obfuscatory steganography, and computer users. While privacy 
enhancing technology research often treats anonymity as a personal privacy problem and 
anonymous pseudonymity as properties of individuals or guaranteed outcomes of 
particular software tools, Pfitzmann and Hansen are careful to highlight the co-constitutive 
nature of trust networks and wider "anonymity sets" (2010, 9) of potential authors in which 
anonymous pseudonymity becomes possible. They formulate anonymity as a dimension of 
pseudonymity:
Whereas anonymity and accountability are the extremes with respect to linkability to 
subjects, pseudonymity is the entire field between and including these extremes. (Pfitzmann
and Hansen 2010, 25)
The definition used in this thesis differs slightly since anonymity and accountability here are
understood more like different dimensions rather than polar ends of a scale of 
pseudonymity. We can, for example, imagine an anonymous pseudonym that can be held 
accountable in some meaningful way within a particular context.
Furthermore, all anonymous messages can be treated as (proto-)pseudonyms in that they 
each have potential to develop significant reputation. A single short message is what 
Pfitzmann and Hansen recognise as a "one-time-use pseudonym" (2010, 26). It is therefore 
useful in this definition to treat an emerging tone of voice across several texts as 
constructing a pseudonymous form, even if no name is explicitly given. In this definition, 
unsigned and unnamed texts are still pseudonymous in that they carried with them a tone-
of-voice or reputation that can begin to evoke a recognisable character whether developed 
through subsequent collection, categorisation, redistribution and publication, or with 
authorial intent from the start (North 2003).
There are a number of efforts to categorise pseudonymity and anonymity into further 
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distinct, fine-grained definitions.34 However, for the purposes of this thesis, it is the 
intersecting meanings and uses of anonymous pseudonymity that have greater analytical 
purchase for the research that follows.
Sustaining anonymous pseudonymity
By considering anonymity and reputation as ongoing changing aspects of pseudonymity, 
identity design can be better understood as a performative, iterative and collectively 
contested process.
The anonymity of a pseudonym is generally unstable and varies in strength over time. In 
almost all cases the strength of a pseudonym's anonymity can only ever be reduced, through 
elimination of the crowd of possible authors (anonymity set) and through the accrual 
(collection, categorisation and storage) of identifying signature features. There are 
exceptions, maintained by the most meticulous and careful use of pseudonymity 
apparatuses, in which author identity has remained disconnected from pseudonymous 
personas for an entire lifetime of publishing (Mullan 2008).
Pseudonyms can have known authors from the start or remain disconnected for short or 
longer periods of time. Maintaining anonymity and reputation requires effort and is 
unstable in negotiation with audiences. Anonymous identity design is a form of negotiated 
reputation (North 2003) that requires building fame and authenticity – at times through the
intrigue and status of anonymity itself – often competing for attention within a bounded 
subculture of interest, or mixture of knowing insiders and wider publics in which 'legendary
status' can be sought (North 2003). Existing power roles and status are required to even 
access the resources of certain anonymity cultures.
North also talks of the possibility of "recovering anonymity" (2003, 9) through later 
anonymous editions of an originally attributed printed text. Networked apparatuses of 
34 Berki and Jäkälä (2010, 104), for example, propose "polynymity" as a term for "having and 
presenting oneself with many different names" to describe one-to-many psedonymity (see also 
"altaholics" (Manning 2013) and the many-to-one notion of "improper names" (Deseriis 2015)). I 
would argue that the distinction between one or more than one pseudonym does not warrant a 
separate category of polynymity. They also propose eponymity for a state of being identified by a 
legal name and nonymity as "the state of not being identified by any name nor any other 
distinctive individual features" (Berki and Jäkälä 2010, 96) along-side anonymity and 
pseudonymity. Nonymity relates to the passive, disembodied observation made possible in online 
space, but is problematic as nearly all digital network connection is associated with some 
individual identifying features, even if there is no intentional communication.
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authentication through massive connectivity, processing and storage on global scales 
suggest that any reconstruction of anonymity is only one click away from re-identification. 
However, imperfect archives (bit decay or damage) (Steele 1983; Kahle 2013), potential 
inherent indeterminacy in massive databases (Brewer 2017), and legal enforcement such as 
the "right to be forgotten" (Koops 2011), all test whether recovering anonymity, while 
unlikely, may still be possible.
The strength of the anonymity of a pseudonym depends on both maintaining a disconnect – 
that is, an un-traceability of signatures – and sustaining a large enough number of similar 
possible authors – an anonymity set – in which to be hidden (Bachmann, Bialski, and 
Hansen 2017, 424). Strategies for developing the size of the anonymity set can be thought of 
in terms of obfuscation, which Brunton and Nissenbaum (2015, 46) define as adding "a 
plethora of related, similar, and pertinent signals—a crowd in which an individual can mix, 
mingle, and, if only for a short time, hide". What Nissenbaum (1999; and Brunton and 
Nissenbaum 2015) identifies from a socio-technical legal perspective, security system 
researchers have also identified from a practical position – anonymity is not only about 
technologies controlling signature and unlinkability, but just as importantly socially 
constructed and dependent on "blending into a crowd" (Reiter and Rubin 1998, 66; 
Bachmann, Bialski, and Hansen 2017).
In addition to an anonymity set and the socio-technical possibility of reputational 
unlinkability, anonymity also requires an accepted cultural norm of anonymity practice. The 
"Anonymous movement", and the part the 4chan website community played in particular, 
represents one of the few examples of functioning processes of anonymity culture in recent 
internet history (Coleman 2014). In addition to technological anonymity design choices 
(Bernstein et al. 2011), subcultural spaces like 4chan's /b/ forum, the Something Awful forum 
and a number of early Reddit groups, all maintained participant anonymity through 
performing an aggressively offensive yet subculturally fashionable public discourse 
(Knuttila 2011). Similar suppression of civil identity through contexts of over-the-top 
grotesqueries and vitriol can be found in the histories of carnivalesque and "Billingsgate" 
humour (Bakhtin 1984, 5) which included not only celebration of bodily function and 
disgust, but also racist, xenophobic and sexist "displaced abjection" (Stallybrass and White 
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1986) in-amongst the subversion, humour and celebration. For example, the gnaghe 
subculture of Venice masking culture drew on gaudy taboo, in part enforcing a need for 
anonymity (Johnson 2011, 21).35 Official roles and wealthy identities are able to be 
temporarily lost in carnival anonymity and deniability.
Some social constructivist perspectives, in resisting active formulations of the role of 
technology infrastructure in questions of power (as purely utopian, for example (boyd 
2014)), risk eliding the parts that the materialities of the network play in forming and 
sustaining anonymous pseudonymity.
Cryptography
The science and practice of cryptography suggests tools for sustaining anonymous 
pseudonymity and exposes the ways power over identity authentication and communication
apparatuses are strongly contested. Internet apparatuses of identity control are almost 
universally enforced through encryption. Within increasingly networked physical spaces – 
such as payment, access control, ticketing and border policing – encryption is of growing 
importance to centrally coordinated tracking and boundary-making processes of exclusion 
more generally.
A number of counter models have been proposed and developed to decentralise 
identification using the features of cryptography to redistribute some control of reputation 
and anonymity to publics or democratic organisations themselves. As urban public spaces 
and traditional media became increasingly authenticated through the ease of totally 
encompassing networked tracking, the agency contested by encrypted communication is 
becoming the only potential apparatus for producing and maintaining the anonymity of a 
pseudonym (Nissenbaum 1999). As such, networked encryption is becoming the 
fundamental material that makes anonymised pseudonymity, and therefore distributed 
identity design, possible.
Encryption describes methods for trying to scramble a message so that its content (and 
identifying signatures) cannot be read without the possession of a key, as well as using the 
35 While Johnson (2011) is clear in his efforts to distance interpretations of Venice masking culture 
from Bakhtin (1984) and the carnivalesque, forms of carnival empowerment and inversion are still 
found in his accounts.
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control of such scrambling to be able to prove some sort of ownership or signature over 
messages. It becomes important in controlling systems of publication through methods of 
authenticating access to an audience, computer, channel or signature (Chaum 1981). 
Cryptographic authentication can serve to try to control access to a pseudonym's trust 
signatures, publisher or audience and, in a similar function as cultural shibboleths, to signal
belonging.
Modern cryptography is the advanced science of mathematical puzzles that are easy to 
calculate when locking a message and difficult to calculate when trying to decipher meaning
without the information held in a key. It is shaped by rapid changes in digital processing, 
storage and connectivity technologies, and developments in mathematics and quantum 
computing. These are combined with the sociotechnical arts of:
• steganography – hiding the existence of keys or communication in social contexts, 
technical materials or sufficient randomness to avoid detection;
• tamper resistance – trying to detect if a new key has been read; and
• trust networks and hierarchies – negotiating distant authentication, shared secrets 
and certification.
A number of potential encryption methods exist, based on ingenious mathematical 
properties and system design intended to reduce risks of revealing information or 
connections (Ferguson, Schneier, and Kohno 2010).
The field of cryptography scholarship has tended to advocate analysing its methods publicly 
to identify potential issues and publicly known software implementations tend to be equally
well scrutinised through free software models (this is often dismissively contrasted with 
relying on "security through obscurity" (Schneier 2002)). This has conceived the 
cryptographic tools of anonymous pseudonymity as a form of public commons. While 
pseudonymity is often framed in terms of individual privacy and technological 
determinism, much of cryptography research acknowledges – and is embedded in – social 
structures of democratic governance, commons and redistributive empowerment (see 
Chaum 1985; Chaum 1981). Some framings of 'cypherpunk' cryptography have adopted a 
kind of libertarian fundamentalism (pro-property individualism), positioning encryption 
and privacy as entirely individualistic (Hughes 2012). There is also a long history of well-
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funded national and commercial cryptography researchers that have attempted secretive 
and proprietary approaches (Ferguson, Schneier, and Kohno 2010). Counter to cryptography
as a common good are some forms of corporate bug bounty, security embargo, zero-day 
hoarding and proprietary encrypted-messaging protocols which have recently acted to shift 
focus of some cryptography out of an academic and free software public discourse (Ablon 
and Bogart 2017).
Anonymous pseudonymity as resistance
Resistance in networked publics can be understood in terms of agency and power and in 
terms of legitimacy and subcultural status (Jenkins, Ito, and boyd 2015, 15–16). Resistance 
studies in networked publics draw on histories of subculture, as well as a Foucauldian 
understanding of technologies of domination (Pickett 1996) and existing studies of everyday 
resistance that build on the work of James Scott (Scott 1990; Vinthagen and Johansson 2013). 
As discussed, some research characterises active identity design through anonymous 
pseudonymity as a form of empowering resistance, while other accounts position it as 
utopian fantasy. Rather than an either/or position, this thesis seeks an understanding of 
resistance through anonymous pseudonymity that can be both.
The possibility for resistance is shaped by who has access to technologies and social 
structures of anonymous pseudonymity and who is excluded from them. Turkle (1995) 
recognised the potential and limitations of role play as a form of political resistance. boyd 
(2010) similarly notes the importance of who is excluded from networked publics. North 
(2003) identifies the ways that the potential for empowerment is collectively contested over 
time. Prejudices and fears also shape audiences. Democratic and cooperative forms must 
acknowledge the challenges of cognitive biases and recognise the potential for malice, 
selfishness or exclusion by publics (Stallybrass and White 1986).
Even just within the affluent and privileged research communities of users accessing early 
internet environments, Turkle (1995, 247) identified how anonymous pseudonymity allowed 
for redistributive resistance and experiments in "a new kind of social power".
The material-discursive possibilities of anonymous pseudonymity allow for forms of 
resistance: through exploring possible alternative social structures (Radway in Turkle 1995) 
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and through political criticism, solidarity and strengthening identity (Jenkins 1992). Turkle 
(1995, 242) frames MUDs as "places of resistance to many forms of alienation and to the 
silences they impose”. As she argues, "building realities" and "the satisfactions that people 
experience in virtual communities underscore the failures of our real ones" (Turkle 1995, 
241).
Possibilities of experimentation with political empowerment are fostered by the resources 
of agency and power exercised through anonymous pseudonymity apparatuses (Turkle 1995,
247). However, identity is contested, and the power of belonging and communicating is 
bound up in disparities of political and economic hegemony. Designing for anonymous 
pseudonymity, then, must acknowledge its position within ongoing negotiations of 
exclusion and control against well-resourced actors. Most publics have little power to freely 
construct new identities and audiences (Dingledine and Mathewson 2006; Vinthagen and 
Johansson 2013).
Designers like those in the Creative Exchange (CX) consortia may engage with centralised 
systems of network power, such as employment or collaboration with a cloud corporation, 
but must recognise that even then they are unlikely to hold much authorial agency with 
which to openly shape spaces for redistributed identity design as they wish. Rather, as 
Barad (2007) reminds us, agencies and possibilities are mutually constituted in contesting 
apparatuses of identity. This has been a crucial and explicit dynamic within the research for 
this thesis.
The role of anonymous pseudonymity
For anonymous pseudonymity to effectively underpin identity design by publics, it must be 
recognised as a wider public good. While some framings of anonymity position it as 
inherently deceptive and destructive, or almost universally open to manipulation and 
abuses of well-resourced malicious actors (Coleman 2014), histories of anonymous 
pseudonymity show how anonymity within pseudonymous reputational cultures has been 
of significant importance in creativity, resistance and empowerment, and suggest that the 
positioning of anonymity itself is often part of the contesting of power in identity.
North (2003, 2) identifies some of "the incredible advantages of anonymity" and emphasises 
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"its usefulness and flexibility, the distance it can create and the intimacy it allows". She 
describes how anonymity can "conceal identity" but also "'identify' the moral character of the
author", how it can be used as a tool for the "making of names" but also the "preservation of 
social boundaries", and ways of signifying authenticity at the same time as making 
authentication impossible (North 2003, 4).
Anonymity and pseudonymity have also been considered through the framework of ethical 
and legal status. Nissenbaum (1999) offered an early legal and conceptual framing of 
networked privacy studies. She has gone on (2009; 2015) to consider shifts in perceptions 
and uses of anonymity as public life becomes increasingly networked and advocates a 
normative and legal strategy that emphasises social domains of contextual integrity 
(Nissenbaum 2015) and expectations of privacy.
Nissenbaum (1999, 141) sets out how prior to digital networking, anonymity has been an 
infrastructural norm in everyday aspects of "conducting one's affairs, communicating, or 
engaging in transactions anonymously" and documents the ways that later networked 
technologies have tended to encroach on such identity agency. She identifies a range of 
experiences and audiences of anonymity including: publishing poems and pamphlets, 
charitable donations, developing critical discussions in charged debates, seeking support 
for socially stigmatised issues (such as domestic abuse or sexual health); as well as other 
"socially valuable institutions like peer review, whistle-blowing and voting" (Nissenbaum 
1999, 142).
Pseudonymity makes space for artistic expression and creative exploration of role, character
and tone of voice (notable examples include Kierkegaard, Gary and Pessoa (see Ciuraru 
2011)). Often under-theorised in accounts of such creative noms de plume are the 
empowerment and resistance possibilities they also afford (Mullan 2008). Untraceable 
pseudonyms make public critique and whistleblowing conversations possible in contexts of 
repression and retribution. A rich history of safety and social change is built on the 
outcomes of these hidden voices of dissent (Magnanti 2012). The same tools of untracked 
communication also sustain secret sources in journalism and anonymous tip-offs in the 
investigation of organised crime (Goldberg, Wagner, and Brewer 1997; Bachmann, Knecht, 
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and Wittel 2017).
Deceptive anonymous pseudonymity – in which an audience is unaware that a constructed 
persona is disguised as a legal civic identity – is predominantly framed as deviant or 
malicious (Nath and Kriechbaumer 2015). Dominant media narratives include a moral panic
that "magnifies fears about pedophiles" (boyd 2014, 103), and the realities of astroturf 
political lobbying by social media bot and troll accounts (Phillips 2018). Some uses of hidden 
pseudonyms are socially licensed, and yet simultaneously contested by those targeted or 
excluded by the deception. Examples include nation-state and corporate espionage, 
undercover police infiltration, and informant, witness or 'convict rehabilitation' protection 
(Marx 1999).
There are even more fundamental motivations for anonymous pseudonymity under 
apparatuses of observation. Mass (totalitarian) surveillance has been recognised as part of a 
long history of abuses, violence, oppression and control (Black 2001; Solove 2006, 513). 
Engineering a world of attempted omniscience implies that some tracking process should 
try to 'know everything' about everyone, and store that information somewhere, accessible 
to everyone, or accessible to people in government or corporations (Chen and Cheung 2017). 
If authentication apparatuses were to somehow strip away public ability to be ambiguous, it
raises incredibly complex questions about identity. Furthermore, if nations or corporations 
were to find a way to limit access to anonymity to a few authorised actors – and, of course, 
organised criminals who could steal credentials – that would leave publics with no access to 
identity outside determinate categories, nor to the rich cultural and critical heritage of 
anonymous pseudonymity. With echoes of the knowing complicity of IBM and their identity
tracking apparatuses in Nazi conquest and genocide (Black 2001), Chertoff, a key architect 
of draconian US bulk surveillance overreach, now warns such mass totalitarian apparatuses 
of observation allow "government […] private enterprises or groups" the "alarming" 
"limitless" reach to "pressure, manipulate, or incentivize […] without any public 
accountability" (2018, 22–23).
Space for anonymity
Anonymous pseudonymity traditions, as examined above, suggest a number of often 
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ambiguously overlapping ways in which socially accepted anonymity comes to be widely 
practiced within a public. Early digital spaces, like MUDs, that emerged from gaming 
environments into broader social communities, were specifically intended for the creative 
process of role playing, and therefore included anonymity features as a design choice. 
However they were equally receptive to anonymous pseudonymity as necessary or 
acceptable through lack of features. Authentication was infrequently imposed, either 
because of the limited resources to do so, or because it did not become a point of contention 
for the relatively small audiences of the early internet.
In North's (2003) account of early print anonymity, the source of anonymity is often 
indeterminate, through an intersection of possible intention or error of many participants 
including authors, editors, publishers, collectors and reading groups. The networked 
telegraph distribution and syndicated assemblage in early North American newspaper 
publishing produces a similarly deniable indeterminacy of authorial source to the 
pseudonymous journalists of the time (Taylor 1991).
These examples suggest anonymous pseudonymity is about access to tools of unlinked 
authorship, but also about large enough anonymity sets of participating identity designers 
that social norms of acceptable indeterminacy in specific anonymous contexts allow authors
to deny particular identity designs, but also to deny seeking anonymity at all.
Networked publics
Anonymous pseudonymity can be considered within the emergence and actions of a 
networked public or publics. Networks of communication are a key socio-technical 
consideration of anonymity. This section sets out the importance of taking an intra-active – 
that is, material-discursive and iteratively, mutually constituted – understanding of 
identities, networks and designing. Models of the network and the public matter. Fraser 
(1990, 68) argues that publics are "arenas for the formation and enactment of social 
identities". As discussed, this thesis follows a definition of networked publics set out by boyd 
(2014; 2010; 2008).
Publics are changing and being changed by network access, not only as shifts in socio-
technical possibilities and subsequent re-stabilising of social norms, but also in the 
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